


PREFACE 

In sending this 80 pp. Voluine upon its Mission, 
rnay I ask my reader to seek a quiet ·hour for its perusal, 
and lo read it through at one sitting if at all possible. 
There may .be thoughts which ar.e new to you, and alone 
in the Presence of God ask Him to bless them co your 
individual soul. 

Our Lord Himself told us- concern1�ng His return, 
that " Of that day and hour knoweth no rnan, neither 
the Son, but my Father, which is in heaven',; but on 
ihe other hand He Himself described for us ivhat the 
PERIOD would be like in which He would corne ; 
and the Apostle Paul, after saying, "For yourselves 
know perfectly that the Day of the Lord so cometh as a 
thieJ in the night" goes on to say, '' But ye, brethren, 
are not in darkness, that that day should overtake you 
as a thief : for ye are all sons of light, and sons of the 
day," (1. Cfhess. 5. 2, 4.) \Ve have the light of God's 
pyophet-ic Word· to guide us, and while this iuill not tell 
us the exact "Day" of Christ's return, it will give us 
abundant signs of the "Period " by which we may 
know that " our redemption d-raweth nigh" (Luke 21. 28).

"Ye can discern the face of the sky," said ciur Lord 
to the Pharisees and Sadducees at His first coming, but 
can ye not discern the Signs of the times ? "
(Matt. 16. L) . In like manner are we not, in connection 
with His Second coming, being afforded many "Signs" 
by which we can " �ee t�e ' Day ' approaching ,, 
( fl eb. 10. 2 5) ; and are not these signs illu111inated by 
'' A -more sun.� Word of prophecy ; where unto ye do

well that ye take heed, as unto a lamp shining in a 
dark place, until the day dawn. and the day--star arise 
in your hearts.,, (2 Peter. 1. 1.9.) ? 

With teachable hearts then let us study together 
so:ne of these " Signs of the times.'' 
Baston, Woodbridge, Suffolk. England. 

G F V f\.LLANCE Zlst September, 1943. · • "-
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FOREWORD 

HENRY ]. BARKER, M.P.S. 

(Editor. " Advent Witness ") 

.. o--. --

Those who know that I am a member of the 
Advent Testimony and Preparation Movement, 
and that it has always stedfastly set itself against 
'' date-fixing," may be surprised to find me 
writing the Foreword to a book which-· admittedly 
-is concerned with a careful enquiry into the
Tirne measures of the human race ; aiming to
discover, if possible, whether there 1s any real
Plan or Purpose behind these ,vorld scenes. To
find if there is anything developing in some
coherent and ordered way to a designed "end"
which may at last " crown all." If such a scheme
can be descried and-on sufficient grounds-held
as TRUE, can we further discover at what stage
or time we have arrived ?

Out of sucJ::i :findings does there arise anything 
of salutary importance and value for ourselves ? 

Is there anything which gives us hope and even 
expectancy, and with which we may co-operate? 

Does there come to us any warning or any call ? 

Does the book present practical issues as well 
as absorbingly interesting data, and does it avoid 
the pitfall of setting dates where none are given 
or allowable ? 

Have we here valid argun1ents, reasonings which 
can be tested, and statements �rhich can be 
proved? 
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This book escapes the faults implied, and gives 
in full measure what inspires confidence and leads 
to immeasurable and real values. 

This is my conviction and the reason for giving 
my commendation to this able treatise. 

It cannot be " skimmed.,, with any profit, but
it may be read thoughtfully, and again and again.
Thus studied it will give great help and receive 
wide <1nd deep appreciation. 

The Author stresses well defined periods, but 
not ·precise dates. This is in keeping with the 
Divine method, which is to reveal enough for
faith _but not so much as to coerce the will or 
�atisfy mere curiosity. 

I may add that I almost envy the keen delight 
of the reader- who comes for .the first time to such 
a study as this book unfolds, and the enthusiasm 
with whi�h he ,¥ill pass on its main and vital facts. 

HENRY]. BARKER. 

--o-o,--
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PROCEEDING 

ACCORDING TO PLAN. 
---0--0---

Chapter 1. 

GOD'S PLAN. 

--o--

It has been almost a proverb during the world
wide War to hear, whether in Retreat or Advance, 
Defeat or Victory, whether Allies or Axis, that 
everything was going " According to Plan." 

But there is one sense in which these words 
were perfectly true on each and every occasion, 
and that is that they all were fulfilling exactly, 
and in minute detail, the purposes of the God of 
Heaven. 

We may be at times tempted to feel that God 
does not care, that His purposes are being thwarted 
and that His grip upon mankind and the Nations 
at large is fast losing hold. But this only comes 
from a faulty understanding of God's purposes, 
as revealed in the Sc1iptures. 

One aspect of this vast subject I have already 
sought to explain in my last booklet entitled 
'' The Next 15 years,'' but in the present treatise 
I want to show on a much larger scale the wonder
ful exactness and chrox:iological accuracy of all 
God's dealings with man from Adam right down 
tq the present, and on to Armageddon and beyond. 
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It was in December, 1942 that my booklet 
" Half Past Eleven " was first published, followed 
in April, 1943 by the second edition entitled 
"Eleven-Thirty-Five." Both these titles were 
selected because it had been discovered that from 
the signing of the 1918 Armistice at the eleventh 
hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month 
1918, until ·early September 1939, when the 
present conflict started, was a period of EXACTLY 
half an hour accord_ing to Heaven's Time, as 
given in II. Peter 3. 8. " B.e not ignorant of this 
one thing, that one day is with the Lord as a 
thousand years, and a thousand years as one day." 

As there are forty-eight half hours in a normal 
day, so forty-eight divided into Heaven's Day of 
one thousand years, as· here mentioned, gives us 
approximately twenty-one years, or exactly t,venty 
years, ten months. From November 1918 to 
September 1939, was just that period, so we 
termed the outbreak of War, "Half-Past-Eleven," 
as�uming (but it was only assumption) that 
1� ovember 1918 was 11 p.m. 

We also discovered that "ONE lVIinute " of 
Heaven's time, or one thirtieth of twenty years 
ten months, equalled eight and one-third months. 

Assuming th�n 11 p.m. to be the Armjstice of 
1918, and 11.30 p.m. the outbreak of the world 
wide conflict, then on this basis we discovered that 

11.31 would fall about 14th May 1940. 
11.32 ,, ,, ,, 25th Jan. 1941. 
11.33 ,, ,, ,, 3rd Oct. 1941. 
11.34 ,, ,, ,, 14th June 1942. 
11.35 ,, ,, ,, 25th Feb. 1943. 

(or 3½ years (our time) 3rd March 1943.) 
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Those two booklets went on to show hovv im
portant happenings and events actually did take 
place upon these dates. 

But whilst it was evident that an important 
key had been discovered to the interpretation of 
prophetic '' TilVIE,'' yet we knew it was only an 
assumption to call November 1918, 11 p.m., and 
September 1939, 11.30 p.m. 

The next question to be decided was whether, 
seeing the ''·PERIOD '' of approximately twenty
one years to q, half hour was right, were we also 
correct in our " assumption " of 11 p.m., .or 
whether after all, perhaps November 1918 might 
not be say 10 p.m., and S�ptember 1939; 10.30 
p.m. ? This point, although so far unproven,
did not in anyway effect the message of the book
lets, which was to show that we were at least
living in the closing period of this present EPOCI-I,
and to draw attention to the NEAR.NESS of our
Lord's return, and many were the letters o�
appreciation that were received at that time.

It remained therefore to continue the study of 
God's Word, for further light upon this important 
point, and to ascertain from the Scriptures them
selves whether 11.30 p.m., was the correct reading 
of the "TIME," as it was of the "PERIOD " of 
the prophetic clock. 

It was therefore with a fresh interest and a 
striking belief that further light was at hand that 
one discovered in reading afresh Revelation, 
Chapters 17 and 18, that the expression " ONE 
HOUR " occurs no less than four times jn these 
two chapters, and on each occasion it refers to 
the " LAST HOUR " of this world's history, 
before God's Kingdom is set up on earth and the 
Millennium begun. Let me quote each of these. 
verses for you. 
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"And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, 
which have received no kingdom as yet; but receive power 
as kings "one hour "with the beast." Rev. 17. 12. 

" Standing afar off for the fear of her torment, saying, 
Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that mighty city ! for 
in 'one hour.' is thy judgment come." Rev. 18. 10. 

" For in 'one hour ' so great riches is come to nought. 
And every shipmaster, and all the company in ships and 
sailors, and as many as trade by sea, stood afar off." 

Rev. 18. 17. 
" And they cast dust on their heads, and cried, weeping 

and wailing, saying, Alas, alas, that great city, wherein 
were made rich all that had ships in the sea by reason of 
her costliness! for in 'one hour' is she made desolate. 

Rev. 18. 19. 
Instinctively, one immediately asked, was THIS 

HONE HOUR" (four times repeated) of a similar 
duration as the half-hour previously discovered, 
and if so how did it effect our general understanding 
of this wonderful book of the Revelation of Jesus 
Christ? 

Thus began, what proved to be, not only a new 
line of thought, but a most interesting, fascinating 
and delightful study of the Word of God, leading 
one into wider and yet wider fields of the beauty 
and majesty of God's wonderful Book, showing its 
entire agreement, even in this realm of Chronology, 
with the World of Nature around, of which the 
same God is the Author. 

It soon proved to be more than an ordinary 
Study, for as one step led to another, the whole 
structure of Scripture seemed to be blended in 
with this important event at the end of this 
dispensation of time. 

The present volume is therefore much longer 
than was originally intended, but to issue it in 
any other form would spoil both its usefulness and 
its purpose. 
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Although many earnest Bible Students will 
doubtless read these pages-and I wish to make it 
as helpful as I can for them ; yet, as before, I 
am writing primarily for the ordinary "lVIan in 
the Street " in language which anyone can easily 
follow and understand, as I feel this to be the 
imperitive need of the hour, and thus mere 
technical language will be rigidly avoided, except 
where · necessary in quoting Scientific confirma
tions. 

" The Man in the Street " WANTS to know 
just where we stand to-day, and he wants to 
know simply and sanely. 

He wants to know if the New Order of which 
Statesmep. talk so much, will really come into 
b�ing in HIS lifetime; and whether THIS World 
War will prove to be the END of wars, or is he to 
look forward to another even worse? To set these 
things in their true perspective and proper order, 
according to Divine foretelling is then, the purpose 
of the present writing, for God most certainly 
HAS a Plan, and to some appreciable extent we 
are privileged to know its detail. 

I pray, and I ask you to pray too, that God's 
blessing may rest upon its circulation and that by 
His Holy Spirit He may give us all LIGHT to 
understand it the better as together we quietly 
and solemnly consider the teaching of His Word 
upon this important subject. 

--o-o--
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Chapter 2. 

". ONE HOUR." 

--o--

If this " ONE HOU-R " is, as seems almost 
certain from a mere casual reading of Rev. 17 and 
18, of longer duration than sixty ordinary minutes, 
how are we to ascertain its duration, or the scale 
by which it is determined? That the solution 
must be found within the covers of the Bible itself 
there can be _no doubt, so the only thing to do is 
to '' Search the Scriptures." 

Before going further, however, let me be quite 
frank and honest with my reader, and say that 
I first did what possibly any other Bible Student 
would have done. I immediately sought out all 
likely sources of information to see what others had 
said, and written, about this "ONE HOUR" 
of· Rev. 17 and. 18, but in all the Expositions of 
the Revelation that I could lay hands on, scarcely 
any comment was made upon it at all. It seemed 
to be an avoided theme. This of itself led me to 
pursue my theme the more closely, the result 
being not only to my o"'·n personal profit, but 
also I believe to give light and help to many 
others in these days of crises. 
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Being thus thrown back entirely upon the Scrip
tures themselves for any further light, .I proved 
once again, what one has publicly asserted for so 
many years ; viz., that in the BIBLE is sufficient 
to meet all our needs, and if only we would rely 
upon it more and n1ore we should prove its value 
far more than we do. It is the best GUIDE book 
today in all matters, whether they be Social, 
Econon1ic, Moral, or ought else, and its code of 
laws is unsurpassed. How· true it is that if man 
had not sought to improve God's laws upon 
Divorce, and such like questions, we should not be 
in the moral chaos and disorder in which we 
find ourselves today. Keep TRUE to the Book 
dear Reader, and the book will prove you true. 

Let us now come back to the subject in h�nd, 
and consider what Revelation 17 and 18 has to 
say concerning this important "ONE HOUR" ? 

Several FAC TS stand out clearly; among 
them:-

1. That at the CLOSE of the Hour
Armageddon is fought, but not until the close. 
Details of this are also given in Chapter 19, 
19 /21. 

2. That at the BEGINNING of the hour
one termed "The Beast " assumes power with 
Ten Kings and their Kingdom. (Chap. 17. 12). 

3. That DURING the Hour these shall all
fulfil the purposes of God until the Words of 
God shall be fulfilled. .(17. 17.) 

4. That these PURPOSES OF GOD include :
(a) That they shall deliver up their Power

to a Unified Command under the personal
direction of the one termed " The Beast.''
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(b) That they shall HATE and destroy a
Mysterious '' Personage '' known as
'' Mystery, Babylon the Great." (Chapter
17. 5) who had hitherto reigned over the
.Kings of the Earth and whose destruction
is so sadly lamented that the whole of
Chapter 18 is devoted to the record of it.

( c) That they shall finally make war against
God· Himself in the pride of their boastful
heart, and therein will lie their destruction.

The definiteness of the period named, and its 
four fold repetition make it quite clear that a 
defined period is intended,whilst the mass of details 
packed into this " Hour," make it equally clear 
that an ordinary hour of sixty minutes can hardly 
be expected to contain it. 

Seeing that .its close brings about Armageddon, 
and its beginning the formation of a Ten Kingdom 
Empire, with the manifestation of the Beast and 
the destruction of Mystery Babylon, its period 
must be of especial interest at the present stage of 
the World's History, and it was with the purpose 
of seeking to obtain confirmation as to the length 
of this prophetic " Hour" being approximately 
forty-two years, and also when it was likely to 
commence, that the present study was undertaken. 

Throughout this treatise therefore we shall keep 
in the main to Bible records only, and then when 
we come-to the close we shall compare and see how 
Human history fits in with our findings, instead of 
seeing how the Bible agrees with human history, as 
so many do to-day. Let's put God's word FIRST. 

--.o-o--
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Chapter 3. 

DAYS - MONTHS - YEARS. 

--,o--

To this end, I would ask you to try and banish 
from your mind, meantime; all human division 
of Time in the terms of B.C., and A.D., and let us 
take our count of years from Adam right through 
to the end without a break. In this way we shall 
be the mor-e likely to arrive at Divine accuracy than 
othenvise. This measure of Time we express as 
A.H. (Anno Hominos) instead of B.C., and A.D. 

Not only must the YEARS be reckoned in 
accordance with Scripture, we must also seek to 
ascertain HOW those years are DIVIDED, and 
again keep ONLY to the divine record. 

In the main, however, our calculations will be 
in YEARS, and I think we could almost reach 
the same conclusion were we to deal with YEARS 
only, but for all that let us take a full study of our 
subject. 

Human time, as we know, is reckoned by the 
. Sun, which gives us our "Days" and Years" ; 
and from the Moon which· gives us our " Months," 
and this we find from Genesis 1. 14/17, to be in 
keeping �th the Divine. 
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"And God made two great lights; the greater light to 
rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night. And 
God set them in the firmament of the heaven to give light 
upon the earth, and to rule over the day and over the night, 
and to divide the light from the darkness. And God said, 
Let them be for signs and for seasons, and for days and 
years.'' 

Note that we are here distinctly told that God 
Himself " SET " THEM (note the plurality of 
the term) in the firmament of the Rea ven·" just as 
a clockmaker would "Set" his own handiwork, 
and God said "Let them be for SIGNS, and for 
Seasons, and for "DAYS," and "Years." 
Scientists tell us that around B.C. 4040 the Sun 
WAS· in such a special '' SET '' place in the 
Heavens. 

Thus. our Timepiece· is given to us in the first 
Chapter of our Bible. We are not surprised there
fore to find -that mankind, the wide world over, 
fixes its days and its years by the Sun, and its 
months, by the Moon ; but with· this difference, 
that ,vhereas the Bible recognises twelve hours to 
the Day and Night (John 11. 9), and speaks of 
twelve months to the year (Daniel 4. 29, and Jer. 
52. 31, Esther 2. 12, 3. 7 and 13), nowhere do we
read of 365 or 365¼ days to a year, but rather all
indications .are, that God reckons thirty days to
each month, (See Daniel 6, 7 and 12, Gen. 7.
11 and 24, and 8. 4, 150 days to five months) and
therefore 360 days to each year; which is confirmed
of course in Daniel's many prophecies, etc.

Just HOW this can be reconciled with our 
.reckoning, in the Natural sphere, I am not going 
1:o attempt at this juncture, for ,ve are simply 
_dealing with. Bible Records alone, and Scripture 
gives us no other indication, ·or even suggestion, 
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of any other reckoning than a twelve month period, 
of 360 days of tvventy four hours each to one year, 
and therefore on this ·assumption we MUST 
undertake our study, if the Bible is to be our sole 
Text Book. 

On the other hand, as most of our r·eckonings 
will be in YEARS, as we have said, this �, ap
parent " difficulty need not worry us a great deal, 
for after all, it will be those same Bible " Years " 
that "re shall be counting. 

I am persuaded that the " YEAR " itself, in 
both cases, is of the same duration of time, the 
difference being that in the one case it is divided 
into 365 " Human " days, whilst in the other it is 
-divided into 360 " Divine" days.

Orte other interesting "External " eviq.ence, 
ho,vever, I woultl just mention in passing and that 
is, that the " DAILY " difference between a year 
divided into 360 days and one divided into 365! 
days, is approximately· twenty minutes twenty 
seconds, and Science has established (strange to

relate shall we say) that there is a slow movement 
of the earth which they term the '' precession of 
the Equinoxes " whereby twenty minutes twenty 
three seconds of Time is lost every '' year.'' 

That there may be some. connection seems al
most more than likely. As the '' Encyclopredia 
Britannica " tells us that our Day is, after all 
only FIXED by a. fictitious SUN, may it not 
be then that the Sacred record is, after all, really 
the more accurate ? 

Bearing in mind the· Psalmist's words in Psalm 
19. 1.,

"The Heaven\; declare the glory of God and the firn1a-
1nent sheweth I-Iis handiwork " 
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I would like to say in passing, that Scientists 
tell us that the Starry Heavens are divided 1nto 
what they call the " Twelve Signs of the Zodiac " 
through which the Sun makes its full course in 
one complete year, and that this vast. space is 
divided tas on the Mariner's c_ompass) into 
360 degrees, so that each of the twelve signs 
of the Zodiac covers thirty degrees which it takes 
the sun one twelfth of a year to cover. This 
seems to me to be striking confirmation from 
Nature that thirty days to a month for 12 months 
is verily the Divine purpose, if only we rightly 
understood His wonderful ways. F. A. Jones in 
his "Dates in Genesis" says that the 360 D�y 
period, in such universal-use in early times, is not_ 
a mere approximation of ignorance, but has a 
Scientific and astronomical basis. 

--o-o--
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Chapter 4 

" A 'WEEK." 

--o--

I should not be at all surprised if you, like the 
Author, are impressed with the discoveries we 
have made thus far, and they almost seem to say 
with a voice peculiar to themselves, that they are 
but stepping stones to yet more wonderful dis
coveries, and this I verily believe they are. 

You will have observed no doubt that in our 
observations so far, no mention has been made of 
the " WEEK '� as ·a period of time, and in coun
tries where religion other than Christiantity holds 
sway, ,ve are told that the week seldom appears 
in their Calendar.. This is not surprising, for 
there is nothing in NATURE to give an accurate 
division of time into a week at all, and although 
we count fifty-two weeks to a year, no year has 
exactly that number, for 52 weeks only make 
364 days. The division of Time into weeks seems 
to be restricted largely, and in the main, to those 
countries influenced by the Bible, for the week 
instead of being a "NATURAL" division of Time, 
is a "DIVINE " division, and PROVISION, 
for the good of mankind. 

This, again, is first introduced to us in Genesis 1, 
and more ela bora tel y expanded in the Laws of 
the Children of Israel as given by God to Moses. 
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\i\Then he received from the Hand of God in 
the Holy M aunt his instructions as to the making 
of the Tabernacle of old, he was told to see that 
he made everything according to the " Pattern " 
�1hich �las sho,vn him in the Mount, (Exodus 
25, 9 and 40. Numbers 8. 4 ), and the writer of 
the Epistle to the Hebrews confirms this in He
trews 8. 5, and 9. 23. In like manner I believe 
that the " ,iVEEK " in Scripture is one of these 
Divine " Patterns," for it seems that all Bible 
History, and incidentally all human history as 
,.vell, is built upon· its structure and foundation 
and, blended with the 360 Days mentioned in our 
last Chapter, (based on the 360 Degrees of the 
Heavens above), forms the Key to Bible Prophecy. 

Let me try to explain this briefly. 
We first discover that the very word" ,vEEK" 

(which in the Hebre,v is " Shabua,") means 
" SEVEN " ; ,vhich is itself one of the perfect 
numbers of Scripture. But it need not, and in
deed IS NOT, restrict eel merely to Seven" Days." 
Of course, we have first the " Seven Day " ,,veek, 
ending ,vith its Sabbath as detailed in Genesis 
2. 2/3, and Exodus 20, and this forms the base for
all that follows, but it is by no means restricted
to seven Da� only.

In Leviticus 23, \Ve read of a WEEK of 
'' WEEKS '' or a '' Seven of Sevens.'' Seven 
weeks leading to Pentecost on the fiftieth Day. 
It was upon the Anniversary of this Feast Day of 
the Jews, in Acts 2, that the TRUE PENTECOST' 
began, with the Descent of the Holy Spirit, and 
the Birth of the Church of God. It will I believe 
be upon another fiftieth day, but on a larger scale, 
that the New Heaven and the New Earth will be 
established. 
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Leviticus 23, also makes it clear that for God's 
people of old there was a period of seven 
"Months " (a" WEEK" or SEVEN of Months) 
during vvhich time, all their feasts had to be kept. 
For, from the seventh month (at the close of the 
Feast of Tabernacles) right round to the Pass
over again in the first month of the next year, 
there was a complete absence of these religious 
observances. A fact which is full of Spiritual 
significance, which \\'e shall the better understand 
when we have finished our present study. It 
would seem that Human History is likewise 
recorded in seven such " T\1onths," but again upon 
a f�r larger sc�le and of longer duration. (See 
Chapter 6. page 29.) 

But this is by no means all. 

Leviticus 45. 1/3, unfolds further, that under the 
J e.wish economy there was also a " WEEK ( or 
"SEVEN·") of YEARS," the seventh of which 
was to be a " Sabbath year " of rest for the whole 
land, and then it goes on to command in verses 
8-10 that there should be a WEEK even of these
"SEVEN YEAR" periods, that is "Seven times
seven '' or forty-nine years in all, to be followed
by a fiftieth year, which was to be knovvn as a
Jubilee, when everyone would receive back his
rightful dues and inheritance, and all outstanding
debts were to be cancelled and every slave set free.
A wonderful year indeed, and a \vonderful spiritual
type. The fiftieth "YEAR" of Human History
on God's larger scale ,vill likewise be a mighty
JUBILEE, a true " Better \tVorld."

The first mention of "WEEK" in Scripture is Gen. 29, 27/30, where 
we have a period of Seven Years in mind. 
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It is equally interesting to note that a 
period of seventy years is also another Scriptural 
" PERIOD " (as we shall see in our study) and a 
WEEK of these " Seventy year " periods make the 
fa1nous 490 yeai-s of Daniel's prophecy, sometimes 
spoken of as Daniel's Seventy V\7eeks, each of seven 
years. 

Finally, there is a "WEEK" of MILLENN
ARIES in this V\1orld's history, or seven periods of 
approximately one thousand .years each ; and just 
as the seventh " Day " of Creation, V\7as kept as 
a Sabbath to the Lord, and the seventh '' Year '' 
as a Sabbath year, so the seventh of these approxi
mate periods of one thousand years (or thereabouts) 
is also to be a NIILLENNIUM Sabbath of Rest 
and PEACE for this sad earth, and it is doubtless 
to this that all the other " WEEI{S " we have 
referred to, really point and typify, and God's true 
Jubilee will follow THEM, as surely as night 
folloV\;s day. This then is to be the grand goal, or 
climax, of this world's long history-the TRUE 
"NEvV ORDER" for ,vhich men are longing, and 
trying to " I-IE,V OU

,.

f" for themselves, and 
which God alone CAN, and V\rill, bring to fruition 
in His Own appointed time, and effortless way 
and manner. This, as we have seen, will be at 
the close of the sixth period of approximately one 
thousand years, and of course our question is 
" HOvV NEAR are V\1e to that time ? " 

--,o-o--
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Chapter 5. 

"A DAY OF ONE THOUSAND YEARS." 

---i·o---

Possibly you will have \vondered why I referred 
in the last Chapter to the Seven Periods of One 
thousand years each� as being approximately 
of that length, especially in view of the Apostle 
Peter's words in II Peter 3. 8, 

"But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing that 
one day is with the Lord as a thousand y�ars and, a t4ousand 
years as one dc1,y." 

and of the words of John in Revelation 20. 2-7, 
regarding the '' 0ne thousand '' years' Reign of 
Christ, and the binding of Satan, for a similar 
period! 

This I did purpose! y, as I believe these seven 
periods to be slightly longer than a thousand years 
each ; to be exact I believe them to be one thou
sand and eight years each. Christ's Millennial 
Kingdom will, of course, be ,exactly the thousand 
years, as stated, but the full seventh period, like 
the others, will be I believe one thousand and 
eight years. 

'fhis vve will next consider together. 
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But :firstly, ,ve must note what is perhaps the 
most wonderful number in all Scripture. You 
will remember that in Chapter 3, we observed that 
the Bible record indicates twelve months of thirty 
days each as making a complete year. Now a 
''WEEK '' of such years or seven times 360 days 
gives us 2520, which as we shall see, is to say the 
least, a very remarkable number. It is, first of 
all, the L.C.M. of all the numbers from one to ten ; 
that is to say, you would have to go on counting 
up to 2,520 before you could find a figure into 
which you can divide every number from one to 
ten, without leaving any remainder ! 

Again, the Bible gives us the number Three, as 
the number of Divine perfection ; the number 
Seven, as the number of Spiritual perfection ; 
Ten, as the number of Ordinal perfection; and 
Twelve, as the number of Governmental per
fection. 

A very casual study of numbers in the Word of 
God will serve to convince you of this. Now if 
you multiply three by seven, by ten, and by 
twelve, you again get 2,520, which is itself the 
number of Chronological perfection. 

This is µo mere accident, for this figure of 2,520 
appears in prophecy to no small degree, in fact, 
all God's dealings with lVIan as man, as well as 
with Israel and the Gentile Nations is upon this 
basis of 2,520 years as we shall see, and the HALF 
of it gives us the number 1,260, another prophetic 
period. (See Rev. 12. 6, etc.) 

Reverting bacl� to Chapter 4, lJowever, you will 
remember that we therein noted first, the WEEK 
of SEVEN "DAYS." Now each "DAY" occu
pies 360' '' Degrees '' on the Sundial and the 
Mariner's Compass, so that the WEEK of seven 
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days, represents 7 x 360 " Degrees," or 2,520 in 
all. No one can tell us why the number of 
degrees was first fixed at 360. It has come down 
to us from ancient times, and is used universally. 

Then again 360 '' Hours �' make fifteen 
" Days," or half a month, vvhilst seven times 360 
hours or 2,520 Hours equal three and a half 
months, twice that, covers the p�riod of all the 
Jewish Feasts (Seven months) as also mentioned 
in Chapter 4. 

As we know, 360 '' Days '' make a 
Biblical " Year " and seven years or 7 x 360 
days (2,520 Days) make up the WEEK of years 
also noted, whilst (7 x 360) 2,520 " Weeks " 
make a Jubilee period of forty nine such years. 

360 '' Months '' gives us a period of thirty 
years, and seven times 360 months (2,520) gives 
us 210 years-which is itself one-twelfth of 
2,520. 

Finally, seven times 360 years make up the 
great Bible period governing the Destinies of 
Nations-2,520 years-which we are about to 
consider ; and it is the connection of this impor
tant Biblical number 2,520 with the seven periods 
of approximately one thousand years each that 
helps us in the solving of our proble1n, and con
firms us in our assun1ption that each approximate 
period of one thousand years, is an EXACT period 
of one thousand and eight years. 

You will have noticed above how, that as 
" Degrees " give place to Hours, Hours to Days, 
Days to Weeks, and Weeks to Years, so each is 
built up in � wonderful syn1metrical order, on the 
basis of seven tiines 360 in each case. Just like 
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the wheels of the n1ost intricate and delicate 
mechanism of a \Vonderful Clock· or Time-piece, 
all inter-working together as " Wheels within 
wheels," and at certain important int�rvals pro
ducing EXACT, Glnd perfect, unison and harmony. 
It is to these important intervals that ,ve are 
working. 

Meantime can we not observe, with adoring 
wonder, how the Maker of the Universe who 
" SET " the Lights in the Firmament of the 
Heaven (Gen. 1. 17), for Times and for Seasons, 
so arranged the order of His Universe, in the 
Heavens, and the History of its people, as recorded 
in His Book, to work in Unison together, and 
ordered all His purposes to be accomplished 
according to their perfect rhythme, and divine 
order, without chaos or breakdovvn of any kind. 
As we proceed, these wonderful facts will become 
more and more apparent. 

As most of my readers will know, it is now 
generally agreed that 2,520 years represent the 
period covered by the Scriptural expression " The 
Times of the Gentiles," although no de.finite 
Scripture precisely states that fact. But this is not 
the only period in this World's History of such 
duration. At least two other similar periods are 
evidenced in God's dealings with mankind, and 
two very important ones at that, as we shall see. 

This to my mind is the greatest proof, or evi
dence that the same period covers also the " Time 
of the Gentiles." 

This figure of 2,520 I believe to be the Key to 
unlock Peter's more general, and large scale, 
comparison of "One Thousand years as One day 
and One day as a thousand years." 
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The Holy Spirit in II. Peter. 3. 8, is seeking to

impress upon us the vastness of difference be
tween Heaven's estimati'on of Time, and our puny 
Day of twenty-four Hours, and for this purpose a 
large round figure of one thousand years is used. 
Ho,v odd it would have appeared had the· inspired 
writer said one thousand and eight years. The 
same may be said of the Psalmist's words in. 
Ps. 90. 4. 

" For a thousand years in thy sight are but as yesterday 
when it is past and as a watch in the night." 

But when " Exact " times are in question, and 
it is necessary to blend this passage with other 
portions of the Word of God v.rhere exactness and 
uniformity are impressed upon all, you will at 
once see that the large scale expression of one 
thousand years may most likely be adjustable to· 
agree with this unique figure of 2,520, and if the· 
subsequent use of this Key proves to be in 
general keeping ,vith the whole tenor of the 
Sacred record, surely we should be foolish to ignore. 
its possibilities. Even if, after all, it should prove 
to be wrong, even then, much of what we shall 
yet unfold Vi1ill still remain true ; for after all, 
vvhat difference can eight years in one thousand 
make to these 111atters, except to show the fineness 
and beauty of EXACT fulfilment, \.vhen the actual 
" Exact " scale and 1neasurement is seen ? 

Let us then proceed together, upon the 
assumption that Peter's prophecy and the Psalm
ist's utterance regarding one thousand years are 
expressed in general ter1ns, vvhilst our exact 
scale should be one thousand and eight years to 
a " DAY " of I-leaven's tin1e. 2,520 years will 
then cover exactly two and a half such " Days " 
(2} x 1,008) whilst a \i\Teek of them ,vill give us 
7,056 years (7 x 1,008). 
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Maybe my reader is wondering how all this 
compares with those verses in the Revelation 
which speak of the lVIillennial reign ·of Christ for 
one thousand years, and of Satan's being bQund 
in the Bottomless Pit for a like period. Are we 
to assume that these also are for periods of one 
thousand and eight years? No! by no means, 
for a definite period is mentioned in both cases 
and of a fixed duration in quite a different manner 
to the other two passages quoted. But we shall 
equally remember that vve are also told that after 
the "One thousand" years have run their course, 
,Satan 'is loosed from his prison for a "little 
Season," (Rev. 20. 3), before the Final Eternal 
State emerges, and who shall say that the remain
ing eight years of the last " Day " of this long
period-week, may .not represent and cover that 
" Little Season " ? 

In any case, it is perfectly certain that this 
LAST Day is of some longer duration than a · 
thousand years, and thus our assumption has 
some Scriptural confirmation right awc1:y, and it 
has more later, as we shall see. Likewise, each of 
the other preceeding six days are doubtless of the 
same length, so that 6 x 1,008, or 6,048 years, 
cover this world's history frorn Ada1n to the estab
lishing of the Kingdom of God upon Earth, follo,:ved 
by a _final Day of a further one thousand and eight 
years, during the first thousand of which Satan is 
bound in the Bottomless Pit, and the Saints 
reign with Christ in His Millenial Kingdom. 

Surely then, we are on fairly solid ground vvhen 
we accept Peter's general statement of one 
thousand years as being '' One Day,'' and recori
ciling it in its exactness with these other divine 
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revelations as being, more exactly, one thousand 
and eight years,to a " DAY " in Heaven's reckon
ing, and as we apply the -scale thus discovered, 
its accuracy becomes even more apparent as our 
later Chapters will show. 

Before doing so, let us summerise in our next 
Chapter our findings and observe the beautiful 
rhythme and interlocking of the Divine Clock of 
the Universe, as its many interwoven wheels of 
Time revolve. 

--,o-o,--
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Chapter 6. 

'NATURE'S CONFIRMATION. 

--,o--

Having discovered what we believed to be an 
important Key to rightly u;nderstanding the 
prophetic Scriptures, it was a delightful confir
mation to learn that Science had likewise dis
covered. a similar Key in the Realm of Nature. 

I suppose we all know that if the Sun and the 
lVIoon start ofi together fro1n a given point say on 
the first of January, this year, that the Moon 
completes its twelve "Monthly" revolutions 
approximately eleven days ahead of the Sun, so 
that by t11� first of January, next year there is a 
difference of approxin1ately eleven days bet,veen 
them. In other words vvhat is called a " Lunar " 
year (of twelve lunar months, or 354 days) is that 
much short (lll days) of a full " Solar " year. 
Science tells us that before the Sun and the Moon 
again meet at the same place at the same period 
of the year, the moon will have gained a full year 
over the Sun, and that thirty-three years, seven 
months, seven days, will have elapsed in the 
interval. 

Now there are t\vo very remarkable things 
about this period which of itself marks such an 
important " Epoch " in the firmament of the 
Heavens. 

The first is, that it is appro�imately the length 
of time that the Lord Jesus Christ LIVED upon 
this earth. In fact, s01ne Bible Students go so 
far as to assert that His sojourn here vvas EXACT
LY of. that duration. If such be true then His 
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Birth ,,vas during the Feast of Tabernacles in the 
seventh l\1onth, as His Death. was at the Feast of 
the Passover on the fourteenth Day of the first 
Month. Be that as it may-and it is possible of 
course-the FACT ren1ains that He was "about 
thirty years old" vvhen He began His 1ninistry 
(Luke 3. 23) and we believe it lasted from three 
to four years. 

The second remarkable FACT about thi� period 
is that if vve regard it as a" DAY " of some special 
kind and this it certainly seems to be in the 
Heavens at anyrate, then thirty such days (or one 
month) give us exactly one thousand and eight 
years, whilst seven such m.onths covers this world's 
entire history of 7,056 years just as seven months 
of the Jewish Calendar covered all their FEASTS 
to the Lord. 

We cannot but note the remarkable CO
INCIDENCE of these things and in\vardly ·feel 
that the FINGER of God is in it all. 

But there is more yet. Science has also dis
covered that a certain STAR called "URANUS," 
completes its circuit of the Heavens once· in 
eighty-four years. Thus just twelve revolutions 
of another of Heaven's " SET" Time pieces (for 
Gen. 1. 16 says "He made the Stars also,") again 
marks off not one thousand, .but one thousand 
and eight years. (See Chapter 9.) 

In bringing this most interesting Chapter to a 
close, I cannot fail to draw your attention to this 
final summary upon these details. Their interest 
and significance are unique. 

!\ssuming that the seven long Day periods, 
each of one thousand and eight years (7,056 years 
in all) covers this world's entire History from 
Adam to the Eternal State, then we have this 
remarkable phenomenon. 
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If ,ve regard the 7,056 years as a WEEK 
(Seven) of '' YEARS '' divided into twelve 
" Months," then each big " year " will be one 
thousand and eight ordinary years, and each 
" Big " Ivlonth, eighty-four ordinary years-the 
period " Uranus " takes to co1nplete the Heavenly 
circuit of 360 degrees. 

If again we regard the 7,056 years as a WEEK 
(Seven) of "MONTHS " each divided into 
thirty "Days" then each " Big month " will be 
one thousand and eight ordinary years, and each 
" Big DAY " thirty-three years, seven months, 
seven days of our ordinary Time, or, the EXACT 
period of time taken for the Sun and the Moon 
to arrive at the same spot together. 

If again we regard the 7,056 years as a vVEEK 
(Seven) of " WEEKS " each divided into seven 
"Days," then each "Big WEEK," ,vill be one 
thousand and eight years and each big DAY one 
hundred, and forty-four ordinary years, which is 
tv;elve squared-one of the perfect numbers of 
Scripture. In other words A.H. 7,056 is the 
Jubilee year of 144 years ( 49 x 144) . 

Finally if we regard the 7,056 years as a WEEK 
(Seven) of '' DAYS '' divided into twenty-four 
'' Hours '' then each '' Big DAY '' 'v'rill be exactly 
one thousand and eight years (practically agreeing 
with II Peter 3. 8, one day is as a thousand years) 
and correspondingly EACH " Big HOUR " will be 
forty-two ordinary years which is the figure ,ve 
started off our study with, as being the duration 
of the ONE HOUR of Revelation 17. 18, and the 
half of which covered the period from 1918 
Armistice to the out break of War, in September 
1939. 

--o-o--
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Chapter 7. 

2,520 YEARS IN HISTORY. 

--o--

. A� I have already pointed out, and as many 
Bible Students believe, the " Times of the 
Gentiles " covers a period of 2,520 years qr (7 
times 360). Its close, at Armageddon, will usher 
in Christ's Millennium of Peace, the last DAY of 
God's seven Millenniaries. If these are each of one 
thousand and eight years duration, as we have 
seen, this means that the close of the "Times of 
the Gentiles" will be at the close of the sixth day 
of one thousand and eight years or about 6,048 
years from the creation of Adam. Therefore the 
commencement of the " Times of the Gentiles ,, 
would be A.H. 6048-2,520 years, or 3528 A.H. 
which, incidentally ,is EXACTLY half way.through 
the WEEK of 7,056 years (Seven days of one 
thousand and eight). 

Bible Students also agree that Scripture makes 
it quite clear that the " Times of the Gentiles " 
began with the Reign of Nebuchadnezzar. This 
can readily be seen by a careful study of Daniel's 
Prophecy concerning the Great Image of Daniel 
2, for Daniel himself told that mighty Monarch 
" Thou ART this Head of Gold " (Dan. 2. 38). 
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Bible Chronology fixes the Reign of N ebuchad
nezzar as commencing in the year 3528 A.H., as 
we shall see in a moment or two, so ,.ve are 9n

fairly sure ground in our assun1ption of 

(1) One thousand and eight years as repre
senting one c�ay of Heaven's Time� and thus have 
wonderful confirmation of the exactness of these 
measurements of Time, as well as proving that 

(2) 2,520 years covers the period of Gentile
Rule, and 

(3) that six; days each of one thousand and
eight years covers man's entire history from 
Adam and 

(4) That the close of both Epochs, synchronise
at Armageddon, and usher in the Kingdom of

God on Earth in 6048 A.H . 
• 

Let us now begin from the other end of the 
Scale, and see to what point of history 2,520 
years FROM ADAM brings us, and what do v.;e 
find? 

That approxi1nately 2,520 years from Adam 
(and I believe EXACTLY A.H. 2520) was the 
Passover and Exodus of the Children of Israel 
from Egypt. We further discover that from then, 
2,520 A.H., to 3528 A.H. (Nebuchadnezzar's 
Reign) is exactly one thousand and eight years. 

Thus, speaking for the moment, in general 
terms we have two and a half days of one thousand 
and eight years each from Adam to the Exodus, 
and one further Day from the Exodus to Nebuchad
nezzar's Reign in A.H. 3528 (halt vvay through 
the seven days 7,056 years) at vvhich date God set 
His people ISRAEL aside, and took up the 
Gentile Nations for a like period of 2,520 years, 
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bringing us to the close of the sixth day (6,048) 
with one furt}:ler day to follow-a Millenium of 
Peace, making in all 7,056. 

But this is not all. We know that Abraham was 
the Father of the Jewish Nation (Israel), and as 
far as we can trace from Scripture ,Abraham was_ 
BORN approximately 2010 A.H. (again I believe 
it was exactly A.H. 2016) or the close of the·second 
DAY of one thousand ·and eight years, and from 
his Birth to the Expdus is EXACTLY five hundred 
and four years; (Half day of one thousand· and 
eight years). This is a further striking demon
stratior:i. of the accuracy of He_aven's Day�being 
one t�ousand and eight years, for it reveals that 
Israel's History is made up in the f oUowing way : 

" Half a day " ( 504 years) from the birth of 
Abraham to the Exodus, when they became in a 
special sense the subject of Divine care, for a_ 
further '' DAY '' of one thousand and eight years, 
to Nebuchadnezzar; making one and a half days 
in all, or 1,512 years. Then as we have seen, and 
as Paul tells us in the Epistle to the Romans, God 
set them temporarily aside, whilst the " Times of 
the Gentiles " ran their course for the next 2,520 
years from A.H. 3528-A.H. 6048 But when the 
"Times of the Gentiles " is fulfilled, God will 
again take up His people Israel as His medium 
for Millenial blessing to this earth, and then they 
will then have a further" DAY" of one thousand 
and eight years, making THEIR history complete 
in two and a half days also, or 2,520 years, the 
Sp.me as the Gentile Nations : But with this

difference, that there is a BREAK in their

History, during which time the present dispensa
tion is running its course. 
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Seri pture many times confirms this. Read 
Ron1ans, Chapteri 9-11. Especially Rom. 11. 12 
and 25. 

But here let me make one further in tere$ting 
observation, showing the importance of this 
HALF-WAY mark.in Human History. 

The year 3528 A.H., 
· Is the. terq1.inus ·of 72 Jubilees of forty-nine

years each. 
Is the term'inus of 105 Solar Lunar Cycles of 

thirty-three years, seven months, seven days. 
As well as being the end of three and a half 

days, each of one thousand and eight years . 
. Of this important ,year Martin Anstey says in 

his excellent work, "The Romance of Bible 
Chronology " �age 222. 

" By it a:ll events of Bible History from the Creation of 
Adam onward are br,ought into chronological relation with 
the events of our own day, so far- as 1 the record of tJ:ie years 
has been accurately preserved, fr01n the first year of 
Nebuchadnezzar onwar.d." 

He also says: 
'' The one infallible connecting link between sacred and 

profane chronology is given in Jeremiah 25. 1. · ' The fourth 
year of J ehoiakim, which was the first year of N ebuchad
nezzar .' ' If the events of history had been numbered 
forward from this point to the birth of Christ, or back from 
Christ to it, we should have had a perfectly complete and 
satisfactory chronology." 

So that 3528 A.H., is indeed the focal point of 
History, as far as the NATIONS are concerned. 

But this is still by no means all. 3528 is the 
point from which other important periods are 
also determined, as our next chapter will unfold. 

_For the interest and guidance of Bible Students 
I would just like to add here, that in the main I 
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a1n following, the. Bible, ·(;hronolqgy so ably p1�oyed 
b.Y Martin. ,·Anstey' ,irt ht$._ "Rtnna?ce o� Bihl� 
Chronolbgy "': and attestea. hy .an entirely d1fferent 
methbd by :Or. N. S. De11ha:m in :his 1

''· .E.eb.r.ew 
Calendar.!.' 

Dr: A.nstey' $. w,ark', while. invalµ_able to those 
'Who wish. to �$t.udy the· subiecl in. all its details.; .. is 
too bttl�y,and cost1y;to be:�vailable to t.hemajority 
of :the, .Lord.'.$ _people.. The: most ¥aluable, par.t, 
ho.Wever, of ±.h·� infori:nati0n it ,eon ta.ins.; ·can be 
$et .fo�fh in c.om.pa.rativ:ely 'Small compass:.

Orte of the most vah;table• ·and. cortun�ndable, 
{eatures of :Dt. Anstey'$ ·w.otk is that,. ·,o.ein:g based, 
ent:irely· upb�'' the ,.statem�nt's 'of'. :scrjpfaire

,. _jfs 
r_e$ult$· .Ga�� be tested by .all Bi1bl.e-l�eaders. ___ Qthe,r 
ohrono.Iog1._¢al systeJ;lis ;at.Et �:lenved; 'IP.. :part at least�
£roin,sources, b�y@'itd" th.e: rea.ch,. of 1-0rclinaty readers, 
who, fherefor�,�: �e :·u.na.ble to· 'v�rify ·�he v.ariot1s 
details tliereof. I This f ea.'tiJre of rJ)f � .Anstey':s work
wi11_·.be appr.eciateq qy those• who wrsh .. to· <'.prov�
ill things " .. in, ·o:r;.de.r :that they may '� h6ld fast
that which is,.good.,''. · · 

. Practically the only' differ�nce_ between· ,Dr. 
Martin Anstey�s, figures: ancl thos� in this Vohtme.
ar�· that Martin · Anstey gives. the period from 
Adam to the Exodu.Sf as ·2,.513 years;, whereas I am 
persuaded it .shottl4. be, 2,520 .a,s th.is booklet shows. 
Th,e·seven years differen·c� i,s, I 1beljeve, due to tne
fact that .Adam.'s _ genealogy da:t�s from the 
E�pulsion from Erlen whereas, the full period of 
2,52.0 mo�t likely ·dates from the Creation of
Adam a little earlier. 

,But .this. is purely a suggestion for thought
and consideration., These Seven years may just
as likely be .some sli�ht variation in our Chrono� 
logical calculation·s over this period. For instance, 
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in all Tables .of Biblical Chronology the age of 
'ferah at the birth of Abram is based on the 
assumption that the year Abram departed from 
Haran at the age of 75, was the same year as 
Terah died, but there is no specific proof of 
this. Gen. 11. 32 ; 12. 4., and Acts 7. 4, are the 
nearest we can get. And so the seven·years may 
come in here. It would not effect any Qf our 
calculations at all, rather would it-confirm them.• 

But we are not concerned with the minor 
details, as we are dealing with the '' Long 
periods-" ; and however this seven year gap, as 
we term it, may b� accounted for, the PERIOD 
from Creation to tlie Exodus1 is without doubt a 
period of-2,;;20 years. 

Once this initial period of seven years is added 
to Martin Anstey's scholarly record, then the date 
of the Exodus agrees with thi� treatise as 2520

A.H., the Birth of Abraham as 2016, and the
first year of Nebuchadnezzar as 3528 A.H., and
so on.

--,o-o,--
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Chapter 8. 

WllERE ARE WE TO-DAY? 

----o·· ·.:

. Seeing then from dur la:sf. \Chapter that the year 
3528 from Adam, stands out in such strilti.ng reli�f 
as a vitally important yeai;, being EXACTLY 
half way through God's WEE,K of Seven_ Millen'.
naries, let us give a, little more thought to it. 

It marks off, as we have seen, 

(1) The "'' Set_ting aside " of Israel as God's
chos:en people. (though they are by no means 
FORSAKEN), and 

(2) The commencement of the " Times of
the Gentiles " -�uring which period God __ was to 
allow the, O.THER Nations of the World to 
.have pre-dominating power, and Jerusalem, 
HIS city, to be trodden -down of the Gentiles 
" Till the Times of the Gentiles be fulfilled." 

That we, are living to-day in, the' " Times of the 
Gentiles" there can be no doubt, for as we dis
cove·red earlier on,; only Armageddon will close that 
Era, and Armageddon has yet td be fought IN 
PALESTINE. 

Let us see next if ·we can ascertain ;ust what 
HAS happened during the period thus defined as 
the "Times of the Gentiles," of which our Lord 
Himself spoke, and also what has YET to happen ? 
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The :first event Scripture. reoords concer�ng it,,

is a period 0£ $e;verity year.� Captivi�y for the 
Jews, when.they wei;e fustcomr:nitted toNebuoh,ad
nezzar�s. jurisdiction. So to A:.N .. 3528 'We must 
first ·add � seyenty year · period,,, bri11:ging .·t1s to

A�H. 3598. The1t fallowed the over1thto.wing of 
the Babylonian ,Eropire, �nd the ·Cornrrr�ncement 
�f the seventy p_i;pphetic '�weeks'' ·of ,Daniel ·9. 
24 /26-, we.eks of " Years 1

'" as. Ilistory has proved.
Ih all,_ 490 year,s · were' involve� in this p:tophec,y 
(70 x 7) but they wete divinely,· ,d.iyjded in a: special 
threefold manner.. Fit$t, .. c;ai.ne a period of seven 
weeks (forty-nine· _years-.. a · Jubilee} bringing us, 
I believe,, to_ the ·-c;lose of Old!. Test�ment llistory� 
about A.H;. 3o47 (which is A_�H. 3598 plus fbrty-
nine). 

Then c�me a long period of sixty-t'wo. weeks" or 
fyur hundred and 1hii;ty�foui; years, during whi_¢h 
time Scripture �s- largely ·silent,_ covering the .. G8:P 
b_etween the Old Testament and the· New:. 

The completion of this ·period brings us _ to the 
Cr0ss of. Calvary which, as ·you will rec�ll, and 
which is. not without significance·, was 1upon_ the 
same '" DAY,'' and the same .(,MONTH" of the
year; as the Passover and Exodus· of o1d. 

This then brings us· to ALH·: 4081 (3,?47 pl�s 434)
as the year of tp.e Cross. rh1s FACT 1.s specifically 
defined as falling al the, end of the sixty-ninth 
WEEK by the words : 

" ½.ncl after three score and two ·weeks, shall Messiah be
•cut off, but• not for Himself." 'Dart. 9. 26. ·Compare Isa.

53. 8.

Incidentally, yo·u will notice. that A.H. 4081. is
alsc;> four .days of. one thousand and eight years,
]?LUS a !ull Jubile,e (4 x 1008 plus 49). so tha t

tl.J.es_e sixty-nin� weeks of Daniel's prophecy begari, 
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and ended with a period of forty-nine years-which 
doubtless has some significance if only we had 
eyes to see. Perhaps we shall yet understand this 
interesting feature of our subject I Meantime we 
merely record the fact. Suffice it to note that from 
Jno. 2. 20 it would seem that Herod's Temple was 
begun about A.H.4032, or 49 years before the Cross. 
But see Chapter 9 in. this connection; ·pag� 54. 

You will remember that our Lord was " About 
thirty years old " when He began His public 
Ministry and that this lasted, we believe, fro� 
three to four years.- (Typified' by the Passover 
Lamb being "KEPT UP" under observation 
from the tenth to fourteenth day, 3 to 4 "DAYS." 
See Exodus 12. 3-6.) 

His Birth, therefore, would be approximately 
thirty three to thirty-four years earlier tharf 
A.H. 4081 (the Year of the Cross) which gives us 
A.H. 4047 as the 'year of the Birth of Christ or 
the TRUE A.D. 1 (A.H. 4081-34 years). 

This is just about two thousaRd years short of 
the sixth "Day' 'period (of one thousand 8:fld 
eight years) and the close of the '' Times of the 
Gentiles" in 6048 A.H. 

Doubtless you will be asking for a little more 
Scriptural support for some of these astounding 
details, an¢! this I purpose to next give you in a 
farr.ly full form, for this portion of our study is 
vitally important. But first let me summarise 
what we have already discovered, and then prove 
its accuracy by reference to the Word of God itself. 

You would perhaps like to note, in passing, that 
A.I-I. 4047 is just 400 years after the close of the
Old Testament record and the FIRST· SEVEN
WEEKS of Daniel's prophecy in A.H. 3647.
The same length of tin1e as Gen. 15. 13.
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From Adam to the Birth ,of Abraham.... 2016 ye�rs 
From Birth of Abraham toExodus ,.: 504 ,, 

Making... . ... 
From Exodus t<;> first year of Nebuchad

nezzar (Jer. 25. l) ... .•. • .• 

2520· ,, 

100$ " 

-· -

1\1:akin_g . .. .�528 �,. or '' 3½ days.'-'
Captivity . . . . ... . . . . 70 
First seven weeks of· Daniel's �eventy· 
. week PFophecy. 

· 49
Next sixty-:two weeks of Daniel's seventy 

week Prophecy • . . . . . . . • 43f

Messi�h cut off (!fhe Crp,ss) .. ,. . .... 40�1 
Allow 33�34 years for the Life ,of Our 

Lord- · 34 

Year of Christ's 'Biri;h .. , 
� 

4047' From Adam.

W,e c�nndt. do better _no�� fhan accompa1l-y 
Darnel h1.mself who was one of those who .suffered 
under that first Seventy year's ·Captivity._ You 
will remember that we are- told in Da_niel 5, how 
Belshazzar (Nebuchadnezzar's Grandson)-. the last 
of the Kings of _Babylon (t.he Head of Gold)-·. 
'Yas overthrown by Darius the Mede and thus the 
Medo-Persian Empire (the Silver Breast and 
arms of the Great: Image) took the Kingdom. 
It was in the first year of this King'Darius, towards 
the close of the seventy year Captivity, that we 
find Daniel seeking '' to understand by books 
the number of the years,'' and !We cannot do 
better at this juncture than read the actual record. 

You will find it in Daniel 9. 1-27. I will quote 
a portion oi it for you, but please take your Bible 
and read it all_. 

" In the first year of Darius the son of Ah:asuerus, of 
the seed of the Medes, which was made king over tbe 
realm of the Chaldeans ; 

"In the first yec:ir of his reign I, Daniel, understood by 
books the number of the years, whereof the Word of the 
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Lord came to Jeren1iah the prophet, that he would accom
plish seventy years in the desolations of Jerusalem, 

" And I set my face unto the Lord God, to, seek by prayer 
and supplications, with fasting, and sackcloth, and ashes: ,, 

(Verses 1-3) 
Then in Verse 21 he goes on to say 

" Yea, whiles I was speaking in prayer, even the man. 
Gabriel, whom I had ·s�en in the vision at the beginning, 
being caused to· fly swiftly, touched me1\.about the time of 
the evening oblation. 

" And he informeq. me, and talked with me, and said, 
0 Daniel, I am now come forth to give thee skill and under
standing. 

" At the beginning of thy supplications the ·command
ment came forth, and I am come to shew thee ; for thou 
art greatly beloved: therefore understand the matter, 
and consider the vision." (Verse 21-23). 

Before proceeding with the remaining verses of 
this Chapter (Dap.iel 9) concerning the seventy 
weeks of seven years, let us s�e just what Jeremiah 
the Prophet · had said earlier on regarding the 
seventy years Captivity--which were at this time 
practically fulfilled. This we shall find in Jer. 
25, and again I would ask you to read the whole 
chapter. Space will only permit me to ·quote odd 
verses, but in Verse 1/2 he says:-

,' The word that ca1n� to Jeremiah concerning all the 
people of Judah in the _four th year of J ehoiakim the son 
of Josiah king of Judah, THAT was the first year of 
Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon; the which Jeremiah 
the prophet spake unto all the people of Judah, and to all 
the inhabitants of Jerusalem, saying." 

Note specially the emphasis in verse 1 "THAT 
was the first year of Nebuchadnezzar,'' as though 
drawing special attention to this year (A.H. 3528). 
And in verses 8-11 he goes on to say :-

" Therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts; because ye 
have not heard my words, Behold I will send and take 
all the families of the north, saith the Lord, and Nebuch
adnezzar the king of Babylon- my servant, and will 
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bring; thetn ·a_g�inst_ t_his _ la�d; and against all these naHons
round apout and1 will utterly destroy them·, and make them 
1in a�tonisbn.xentl �n·d art );lissing,_ •and pery�tual desplations. 

" MoreQver I will ,tak� tr.oP;J, them the v.oice of mirth, a.nd 
the. voi�e t>f, glaoness., 'the· voice of th(bridegroom,. and. the 
voke otthe· o.r:icle., th� sound.·<>.ftlte millstoµes, ·and the ligh.t 
of tn.e candle. 

0 Ari.il. this, whole .,land shall :h.e .a. d�olation, an:d an 
astonjslunent -�nd·. tb�s� natiQn&1 s'hal11 $erve the king of 
Babylon. ,seve,tty :years·.n 

lle then. ilntp:ediateiy -goGs on to say·:· 
·''And.it sh� comei ito pass:. wh�n seventy years ate

accompiish�d,) ;that ] wni l)trnish t,he king o! BabyloP, 
�d. that' .nation., ·-saith the. :t-otd,. fof their .ihiqtiity; 1and. the· 
L41id of the Cnp.ldearts�. and w.iH trt·ake: (it. perpetual deso-, 
latiorts .. 1'· 

And Jeretnia'.h; 2,?; vers�si 5/7 �dds. : . , 
"I have·rrrade:th,� ¢�.dh;, tfi¢:,�.at1 'a:µd. the1 beast;,that art! 

·upon the ground,. byrn.ygreat p<tWet. and .. by-:wy outstretchea
arm, and hav� gi.ven it) u:nto·· wndm it �e-eined rne.¢t
unto me.

rr And how hav� 1-g-iv.en ·all these: ,{and$, into th.e hand
of Nebuchadnezzar: th� .. k{µg .of: 'Babylon,. ·my setvart.t .;
and tbe be.asts of the neld. have 1 given him also to· $etve
him.

. 

· ''·' And all nations sltall $erve· him, and .his, son, -�nd
his son's son, until. the· very .th:u� ot his land come � and
then many p.ations and gr-eat ·king$·. ?ha11 -serve th¢mselv�s
of him.''

And Jeremiah 29·. 10 _saysi,_ 
"For thus ,saith the. L6rd, tbat after seventy ye�ts ·be 

accomplished· at,,l3abylon I will visit you, and perform 
.my ,good word toward you, in causing:you tO"n�turn, to this. 

. place·.,,. . . 
Finally in Qhapter 30 ve�se 1 .. 3 we read: 

" The wo,rd that came to Jer:emiah from the Lord, .saying 
Thus spea·ketb t,he Lord ·God ot· Israel, .saying, Wr.ite 
thee an the wortis, tliat l have spoken unto thee in a 
book. 

"For lo, the <lass co1ne, saith ·the lord,. that l will bdng 
again.the captivity of my people tsrael ancl Juctah, $aith 
the Lord : and I will cause ,them tb return to the Land that 
I gave to their fa,thers, and they,sha.11 poss�s it," 
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These Wt�re the words which namel ·read 
ap.d s;ought to understand, and which ·Gabrjel 
flew to interpret for hirn1 at G0d'·s bidding� 

But if this Were. the ''Prophecy'� -concerning 
the 70 ye�s> Ca,ptivity, _what ·record have we ·O:f 
the actual histonca.J fu.lfi.lment 0£ it ? 

In othet woFds· what really· ha,ppened ?'' Let 
History speak for itself and Jor this· we turn .. to 
Il Chron, ;36, �nd again fa:sl{ you td ·re·ad the whole·
chapter, for I have. on�y ,sp�c.e· ,eno\lgh to -quote 
extracts. 

Compare ·ve�ses 1.o·-,:f6.�it.h out l�rd's fp�_a'B}e' 
of the Vineyard let·put to•H:usbandmert·,: as xecbtd�d 
in ,Matthew 2l. 35/36,, and the11 :noJ�, how Ve;rse l 7 
'goes on to say: 

·'.' Therefore· he. brought upon.• ·the:n1 _ the. kfug _ of ·tn,e
Chaldees, who. sfeW their' yourig me�.·with the $W.Ofdm the• 
house of their sarrntua.ry arid a1ad no compassion µpo1:i. 
young man ot II1aiden,, _ old tnan ,qr hini.1 _thc).t .stooped fot 
age: he gave· t�em all it1t.o hi� hai:J.d,." 

Note the last _se1;1.tence ·"' God· gave them _.all
into his 'hand." 'i.e., The J:tand of' 'Nebuchad.., 
nezzar, as the Chapter makes· clear. And now 
read_ verses 1!8 /2l, which I quote : 

'' And all Jhe vesse1s of the. house. ,of God, greaJ and ,sma:n,
and the treasures of the �ouse of the Lord,, and tbe trea�ures 
of the kipg, and of his princes ; all the�e he btou�ht tQ

Babylon. 
'' A.nd they''burnt the.hot1se br God,. and hra�e. down the 

wall of Je�sualem, and burnt �ll the palace$·· there·of with 
fire, and destr:qyed. all the, goodly vessels thereof. 

" And them that had esc�ped ft;'oni, the sword carried he 
away to Babylon ;·, whe(e• tb,ey were .servants to him and 
his son� until the reign of the kingdom of ·Persia :

'' To fulfil the, word of the· ·Lord by the mouth of 
Jeremiah until the land had enjoyed her sabbaths: for as 
long as 'she lay desol�te she kept sabbath, to fulfil three
scor�. and ten years.'' 
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So· Jer_emiah >s prophecy was fulfilled as to its 
beginning. But what of its end that Daniel so 
earnestly sought to understand ? Well, first let 
Daniel himself tell us just how the King of Babylon 
WAS duly pu0:ished, at the enq of the seventy 
years Captivity just as Jeremiah had prophesied, 
and the way made for the rise to power· of the 
King of Persia as prophesied in the verse just 
quoted. 

The record of this is in Daniel 5, and it came, as 
we mentioned earlier on, during the. reign of 
Nebuchadnezzar's son's son, as foretold in Jere
miah 27. 7, quoted above-. Belshazzar, that 
pompous Monarch who, .failing to heed God�s many 
warnings to His own people, himself defied the 
God of Heaven and brought swift and certain 
judgment upon his own head, ·by his idolatrous 
feast to a thousand of his lords, when the finger 
of a man's hand wrote upon the wall 

" MENE, MENE, TEKEL UPHARSIN." 
" Thy Kingdom is divided and given to the Medes and 

Persians.'' 
"And in that night was Belshazzar the King slain, and 

Darius the Median took the kingdom, being about three 
score and two years old." Dan. 5. 31. 

Daniel 6. 28 goes on to tell us : 
'' So this Daniel prospered in the reign of Darius, and in 

the reign .of Cyrus the Persian." 

So that the Persian King, spoken of in II Chron. 
36, soon followed Darius the Mede, and came to 
power at the close of the seventy year captivity, 
as " Jeremiah had said." 

Now this " Cyrus the Persian," who thus follow
ed Darius the Mede, is a most important personage 
in the Sacred Record. You will remember that 
the verse in II Chron. 36. 20, which we quoted 
just now, said : 



"And then1 that had escaped fr01n the sword carried he 
away to Babylon ; where they were servants to him and 
his sons until the reign of. the.Kingdom of Persia." 

Let us now read the verses that follow in that 
same Chapter and what do we find ? 

" Now in the first year of ' Cyrus king of Persia,' that 
the word of the Lord spoken by the mouth of Jeremiah 
might be accomplished the Lord stir.red up the spirit of 
'Cyrus king of Persia,' that he made a proclamation 
thr?ughout all his kingdon1, and put it �lso in writing, 
saying. 

" ' Thus saith Cyrus king of Persia, all the kingdoms of 
the earth hath the Lord God of heaven given me; and he 
hath charged me to build him an house in Jerusalem: which 
is in Judah. Who is there_ �mong you of all his people ? 
The Lord his God be with him, and let him go up.' " 

(Verse, 22 /23.) 

And the very next Book in the Bible, EZRA 
Chap. 1, verses 1-3 says ; I quote just verse 1 : 

"Now in the first year of Cyrus king- of Persia, 
that the word of the Lord by the .mouth of Jeremiah might 
be fulfilled the Lord stirred up the spirit of Cyrus king of 
Persia, that he made a ,proclamatio� throughout all 
his kingdom, and put it also in writing, 

Could there possibly be anything clearer, finer, 
or yet more simple in the divine plan, than what 
Scripture itself here discloses in these �ublime 
passages, and as though all this was not enough 
God left on record through his Servant, the 
prophet Isaiah, that He had specially chosen this 
Persian King and called him by name long before 
his birth, so that there should be no mistaking 
him when he came to fulfil God's promise through 
Jeremiah's prophecy. �ead with me now Isa. 
44. 24-:28.

Speaking to Israel, 200 years before Cyrus
came to the throne, God says _: 

"Thus saith the Lord, thy redeemer, and he that formed 
thee from the womb, 
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'' that' confinµeth the word of his·:$erv,apt, and-pedorn:ieth. 
the coµn$el ,o£ his uies$.eng�ts. ·; . 

.. , T.�at. _$ai tJt o(J Cyr.tis ;, ·:fk js 111 Y,' ,�hep,herd ·. and: .shall
,perform all my pl�asure. r .ev�n .$a.ytt1g to- Jerus�.lem, thou. 
shalt. be built ·tarid to .tb$, templ�,, · thy:_touhpation §ha.11' oe 
laid. 

"'thus: sQ,ith. t'h¢0 tord. to. :his 1an.oinJed.to Cyrus. whose 
d,gp.t .hand. l: have. h.o1den.,, ·to: .subdue inatibns. b_efore .hirrL!-· 

�' Fo't J a.cob my sei:vanes sak¢. and lsrael mine ¢lect� 
I hav� -�ven ¢.a,lled_thee .by t� name:: 'l .. ha:v� surnamed:· 
thee� .. tb91,1�h thou•'li��.t pot l{n.owxi:, 'tp.e._ 
'' .r have: t�is�<}., :birp. ''1 p hi rrignteotisnesi, 9-Ild r will, :din��t 

.air his w.ays(; he �h.all bmld· ·rn.y ¢'rty;_ ancl h.e· s.h� l,et ,g◊
my oai5tive$·, n,ot. iot· ·price: n◊t--,rewarcl;�. saitli th� :Lotd ·pf
•h·'· +;.. ,,. I · 45 13' . _J)S�. . sa. · ·. .. . 

. Raving:_ .then . th-u,$ establlshe.d ·TAJ$. ·period-� 
from Nebu�hacln.ez'zar's rise1 to pow.er as. tbe, 
(� BEAD OF G0LD· ;,, .. 01· ;D.aµiel��- imagt in.
Daniel 2, down; to the -rise ,of the. Me.do�Pe.r$ian 
Empire (Arms ·and Sh9u.:lder�- :of _silver). we ate· 
now in a positiop. to· f oUow .Daniel i11 his 1J.nd.er.:..

standing.as-given by .G-tfbrj__el of the.'' ·n�xt Epo�h ,._,·
in Israel's bi$tory._ · ·This, time it. was NOT to be 
�eventy years as1

• before, buts.even tj'rnes sevenfy� 
.See· the force of this in our. :Lord's, ·word,to Peter 
in 'Matt. 18. �2, upbJ?. th�·-ciuestion·-of £0.�give:ness :.� 

" J e$11S saith unto him, I, say not· unto\ the¢_, until ,s-even
tim� ·; but, until seventy thn�s·· .severt . .'1 

_ Thus a_ pe.riod seven iimes th�. pFevious one is 
abo�t to be, ;£ulfilled in their history1 divided in _a 
special a�d '.unique way as, quoted. on pag� 38-. 
(See. Daniel 9, 24/27.) 

No'?l _490. ·years had been .�. special period in
Israel's history from the c·an. of Abraham. 

For from the. -Call of Abraham 'TO the '' Years 
of Servitude". was 490 years; FROM 'the" �ears
of Servitude/� to David. th_e King, \vas also 490 
year�; and al�o __ from �he Exodus, to Samuel the
Prophet ·was a liky per10d. of 490 ·y.ears�-
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And incidentally from the call of Abraham to 
David I was twice 490 years, whilst fi;-om David to 
th� Birth of Christ was also approximately twice 
490 years. 

And from the weaning of Isaac to the Cr_oss was 
just FOUR TIMES 490 years. 

It is also interesting to rtote t�at on the basis 
of the .dates given in this treatise there is likewise 
a period of FO·UR times 490 years from the 
Cross A.H. 4081, to the opening of Daniel's seven
tieth week, seven, years before the end. 

A.H. 4081 + 1960 == 6041 A.H. 
As Daniel's "'' Seventieth w·eek" of. seven year� 

is included in the 490 of his prophecy, the Sacred 
record is complete. 

But just here it will be of special interest to 
note in passing that there were at least three 
periods of 1,960 years (4 times 490 or 40 Jubilees) 
in Israel's history and perhaps more. 

One from the Call of Abraham to about the 
. Birth· of Christ, another from the w·eaning of 

Isaac to the Cross of Christ, and a third from the 
Cross to the commencement of Daniel's seventieth 
week, and in this connection I would like to point 
out to you that just as when Israel came out of 
Egypt they were within seven years of full posses
sion of the Land of Canaan, or in other words 
according to the purposes of God the Passover was 
separated from full possession by seven years, so 
at the Cross of our Lord

1 
Jesus Christ there was, 

in the purposes of God, but seven years to the 
. establishment of Everlasting Righteousness, at the 
close of Daniel's seventieth week.· But� just as-in 
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Israel's case at the Exodus, UNBELIEF brought 
them " Forty years " wanderirtgs in the wilderness 
before they could enter upon those final seven 
years of possession of Canaan, so ISRAEL'S 
UNBELIEF in the rejection of their Messiah at 
the Cross, has brought them not "Forty" years 
wanderings, but a Jubilee of forty years, or forty
nine times forty-1,960 years of wanderings, 
scatterings and persecutions, prior to those last 
seven years which will likewise bring them, at 
its close, into full and final possession of their 
promised blessings. The present interval of time 
is one of UNBELIEF as far as the JEW is con
cerned, as Paul tells us in Rom. 11 : 

"Because of UY;ibelief they were broken ·off." (V. 20.) 
"But it they abide not in unbelief they shall be grafted 
in again, for God is able to graft them in again." (V. 23.) 
So then we see how that "Blindness in past is happened 
to Israel," but only "until the fulness of the Gentiles 
be come in,." (V. 25.) 

But here was to be an extra-special period of 
490 years, as revealed to D?,niel, and at the sixty
ninth " Seven" (or the 483rd year from its 
commencement) the Messiah was to be "cut off," 
whilst at the expiry of the seventieth " Seven," or 
last week of the prophecy," Everlasting Righteous
ness " was to be brought in. (See Dan. 9. 24.) 

Here you will notice that God gives us not one 
FIXED terminal, but TWO to determine the 
y.ears by, and this was made necessary because of
the possibility of an alternative.

At the close of the sixty-ninth week Israel could 
ACCEPT or REFUSE the Messiah. His accept
ance. by them would have meant an early fulfilment 
of the seventieth week, His refusal by them a late 
fulfilment of the seventieth week. 
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On the one hand, the end of the sixty-ninth 
"Seven,'' is so clearly defined "by the Messiah 
being cut off " that there can be no mistaking it 
for anything but the Cross of our Lord Jesus, 
whilst on the other hand "Everlasting Righteous
ness " was to as surely become an accomplished 
fact at the close of the seventieth week. 

As this has not YET been established, it leaves 
us with but one conclusion, and that is that 
between the sixty ninth week and the seventieth 
week of seven years, a lqng interval or pause 
breaks in on to the Divine programme, brought 
about by the refusal by .Israel of their Messiah, 
when He was presented to them, at the close of 
the sixty-ninth week. 

This is not an unusual happening in Scripture, 
and indeed this VERY INTERVAL is confirmed 
by the Lord Jesus Himself during the sixty
ninth week, for at the commencement of His 
public Ministry. 

" He came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up : 
and, as his custom was, he went into the synagogue on the 
Sabbath day, and stood up for to read. 

"And there was delivered unto him the book of the 
prophet Esaias. And when he opened the book, he found 
the place where it was written. 

"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath 
anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor ; he hath 
sent me to heal the broken hearted, to preach deliverance 
to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set 
at liberty the� that are bruised. 

'' To preach ' the Acceptable Year ' of the Lord. 
" And He closed the book, and he gave it again to the 

minister, and sat down. And the eyes of all them that 
were in the Synagogue were fastened on him. 

"And he began to say unto them, This day is this 
Scripture fulfilled in your ears." Luke 4. 16/21. 
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You will note that the Saviour here declared 
that "THIS· DAY IS THIS SCRIPTURE 
FULFILLED IN YOUR EARS,'' but if you 
turn to Isaiah's Prophecy Chap. 61. 1 and 2, from 
which the Saviour read that day, you will find 
that verse two says:-

" To proclaim the Acceptable Year of the Lord, and the 
day of vengeance of our God ; to comfort all that 
mourn; " 

Now why did our Lord not finish the quotation, 
and why did He close the Book just where He 
did that day? Simply because that up to where 
He DID read, was "That " Scripture fulfilled, 
"That Day." Our next Chapter has more to say 
about this remarkable "ACCEPTA:f?LE YEAR," 
but between that " DAY," -and "The Day of 
ve11-geance of our God," which the Saviour omitted 
to read, came an undefined period · similar to

that between Daniel's sixty-ninth and seventieth 
"WEEK," and in part, it covers that same 
period. 

Thus we _arrive at this p�int, in our study : 
From Adam to Nebuchadnezzar 3528 
From Nebuchadnezzar to Cyrus 70 
From ·Cyrus to the Cross 483 

or. 4081 A.H. 

And from there an undefined period until 
Daniel's seventieth " Seven·" begins to be ful
filled. Of this we'shall have more to say. later. 

Now then ,in the light of all this, let us get back 
into Daniel's company as he reads Jeremiah's 
prophecy in the �eign of Darius (before Cyrus 
comes to the throne)· and hear the words of 
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Gabri�l as he brings God's answer to His Servant's 
prayer-remembering that the seventy years 
Captivity are now about finished, and that Daniel 
is now to be instructed concerning this further 
period of time, this week of seventy years, or 
seventy weeks of seven-490 in all. 

"Seventy weeks are determined- upon thy people and 
upon thy holy city, to finish the transgression, and to make 
an end of sins, and to n1ake reconciliation for iniquity, 
and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal 
up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy. 

"Know therefore and understand, that -from the going 
forth of the comr.o.andment to restore and to build 
Jerusalem unto the Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks, 
and threescore and two weeks: the street shall be built 
again, and the wall, even in troublous times. 

'' And after threescore and two ·weeks shall Messiah 
be. cut off, but not for himself: and the people of the prince 
that shall come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary; 
and the end thereof shall be with a flood, and unto the end 
of the war desolations are determined." Dan. 9. 24/26. 

It is well to note carefully here that the FINAL 
70TH WEEK, is not so rriuch as mentioned here : 
all v. 26 referring to events prior to the commence
ment of that LAST WEEK, and doubtless referring 
in the main to the literal destruction of Jerusalem 
by Titus in A.H. 4116. Thus the LONG INTER
VAL between Daniel's 69th and 70th weeks · is 
fully allowed for and covered in this most carefully 
worded prophecy, v. 27, covering the 70th week. 

And so we come from the Creation of Adam 
along the course of time to A.H. 4047, as the 
Bir.th of our Lord: A.H. 4981 as the year of the 
Cross, and A.H. 6048 as the close of the " Times 
of the Gentiles." 

--o-o--
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Chapter 9. 

THE ACCEPTABLE YEAR -OF THE LOltD. 

--o--

Chapters 9 and 10 being more or less explanatory- and supplementary 
to the maih theme may be passed ovet at this juncture and the reader 
follow straight on with Chapter 11 and onward, coming back to Chapters 
9 and 10 afterward. They are·i�serted :here as the most suitable place 
for such explanations to be given. 

. . . -
. .. 

In the preceding Chapter we drew special 
attention to the fact of our Lord's reading of 
Isa. 61. 1/2, in the Synagogue at Nazareth at the 
commencement of His Ministry, ·and His reference 
to the " Acceptable Year of the Lord." 

It has been said, and perhaps rightly, that 
whenever a Jew hears the expression the " Accept� 
able Year o� the Lord''· he understands by it the 
year of Jubilee, and there are some who tell us 
that this YEAR in which our Lord spoke at 
Nazareth was indeed a Jubilee year, and possibly 
it was so. 

But there had been many Jubilee Years since 
the Children of Israel had entered Canaan in 
A.H. 2560, but none of them had fulfilled Isaiah's 
prophecy, yet here was a YEAR, or a " DAY," 
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which our Lord declared not only fulfilled this 
prophecy but was also " THE " Acceptable year 
of the Lord, and it was also about this time that 
our Lord said as recorded in Mk. 1. 15, "The 
TIME is fulfilled." We are therefore surely 
justified to expect some unusual chronological 
fulfilment around this period. 

What do we discover? Well first of all let us 
clearly understand what happened in the Year of 
Jubilee, and for this we cannot do better than 
quote the Law of the Lord as found in Lev. 25. 8-10. 

" And thou shalt number seven sabbaths of years unto 
thee seven. times seven years ; and the space of the seven 
sabbaths of years shall be unto thee forty and nine years. 

"Then shalt thou cause the Trumpet of the ·Jubilee 
to sound on the tenth day of the seventh month, in 
the Day of Atonement shall ye make the trumpet sound 
throughout all your land. 

'' And ye shall hallow the fiftieth year, and proclaim 
liberty throughout all the land unto all the inhabitants 
thereof: it shall be a jubilee unto you; and ye shall return 
every man unto his possession, and ye shall return every 
man unto his family." 

whilst Lev. 23. 32, says of this Tenth day of the 
Seventh month, which was specially selected as the 
Day for the Public announcement that : 

I 

" It shall be unto you a sabbath of rest, and ye shall 
afflict your souls; in the ninth day of the month at even, 
from even unto even, shall ye celebrate your sabbath." 

More detailed exactness it would be difficult to 
obtain. 

Now we have already notic.ed that one of 
God's Set Time pieces, the Star " Uranus," com
pletes its circuit of the Heavens (360 degrees) 
once in eighty-four years. 
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At the close of thirty such "DAYS," or a 
" Month " .of them, was the EXODUS (30 x 84) 
A.H. 2520 ; . whilst the close of forty-two periods 
of eighty-four years brought us to A.H. 3528-
the first year of Nebuchadnezzar and the half-way 
mark in this world's history ; whilst 72 times 84 
gives us A.H. 6048 and 84 times 84 or A,H. 7056 
will close the seventh Mille�iary DAY of one 
thousand and eight years, and usher in the New 
Heavens and the New Earth. 

This Circuit of the Heavens is then, an impor
tant one_; of this there can be no doubt, and there 
remains bu_t one other period of its Circuits for us 
to consider. 

At the clo$e of the" Fourth day,"-A.H. 4032-
it would have completed forty-eight such circuits, 
and the year A.H. 4033 would be the beginning 
_of the forty-ninth-the· year of Jubilee, whilst its 
.close would be -49 times 84 or A.H. 4116. So 
A.H. 4033 to A:·H. 4116 covered the 49th Circuit 
of this " 84 year" period. So much f0r the 
YEAR. 

-But it was the Seventh Month of �hat year that
was specially selected by God to be the month

in which the Jubilee was to be observed and the 
Captives set free. It is therefore not without 
significance that the Seventh month of this 
Forty-ninth period of eighty-four years each should 
bring us to the Year of the Cross ; for if forty
eight Circuits finished with A.H. 4032; seven

twelfths of the next eighty-four years equals 
forty-nine years, and this added to A.H. 4032 
brings us to A.H. 4081-THE YEAR OF THE

CROSS. 
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But if the YEAR was the forty-ninth, and the 
MONTH the Seventh, what was the DAY of 
the Month in vvhich the Public announcement was 
made? None other than the tenth DAY-· which 
began at 6 p.m. of the evening of the Ninth, and 
lasted until 6 p.m. of the evening of the Tenth 
(Lev. 23. 32). Now if seven months of this 
wonderful eighty-four year DAY is forty-nine 
years, then one month is seven years and the 
tenth day of the seventh month would be six 
months plus one-third of a month which would be 
6 times 7 equals 42 years, plus 2¼ years, or 44} 
years in all, which added to A.H. 4032 (the close 
of Circuit 48) brings us to A.H. 4077 as the year 
in which the Public Announcement should be 
made which, as you will see, agr�es with the year 
of our Lord's public Baptism, and the cqmmence
ment of His public Ministry (which we believe 
lasted from 3-4 years) and also the YEAR in 
which He declared at Nazareth concerning 
Isaiah's prophecy of " THE " acceptable Year of 
the Lord " that THIS DA.:Y is THIS Scripture 
fulfilled in your ears." 

Thus you see He was fulfilling in actual fact, 
what the Trumpet of Jubilee had foretold in 
Type, some thirty times before, at each ordinary 
Jubilee. 

And just as the seventh month of the year saw 
the end of all Jewish feasts for the year, so the 
end of this seventh month A.H. 4081 saw TBE 
SACRIFICE that was to be the end of all Sacrifices, 
and what is more, the end of the �aw too, to 
everyone that believeth; And the close of the 
Year-this forty-ninth year each of e�ghty-four 
years-brings us to A.I-I. 4116 which, as near as 
we can ascertain, was about the time J erusa1em 
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was finally destroyed around A.D. 68/70 in fulfil
ment of Dan. 9. 26 and Luke 21. 20/24. 

You may also be interested to note that if we 
divide the whole period of 7,056 years into twelve 
equal monthly parts and take seven of them, they 
also finish A.H. 4116, and as the seventh month 
finished all Jewish feasts until a New Year began 
again, so when A.H. 7056 ends, a New Heaven 
and a New Earth shall be establish(ld. Thus we 
see· that 

A.H. 4032 
{

was the end of the fourth day, and 
was the end of forty-eight circuits of eighty-four 

years each. 
A.H. 4077 was the tenth day of the seventh month of the 49th 

• Circuit.
A.H. 4081 was the end of the seventh month-the year of the 

Cross. 

A.H. 4116 years. {
was the end of the forty-nin;th circuit of eighty-four 

The year of the final destruction of Jerusalem. 

One final thought regarding this remarkable 
84 year period before we close this interesting 
chapter. 

The Ency. Brittaniea (9th ed. Vol. 2, .Page 812) 
says: 

"The sidereal revolution of Uranus is performed in 
30,686.8208 days, or 84 years 6½. days." 

Now even this odd period of, " six and a half 
days" is not without significance, for it tends to 
show the necessity for the six months change or 
thereabouts at t,h.e Exodus in A.H. 2520. 

You will remember that Exodus 12. 2. says. 
"This month shall be unto you the beginning of months: 

it shall be the first month of the year to you." 

Actually it was the "Seventh" Month of the 
year so. that there was an adjustment of six months 
or about 180 days. Add to this the fourteen 
days to the Passover, and we have 194 in all. 
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If we now turn from the Biblical record, to the 
testimony of the Heavens in the Star Uranus of 
which we have been speaking, we find that in 
every circuit occupying 84 years there is an odd 
6½ days. Thirty such circuits equal from Adam 
to the Exodus, but they also give us 195 extra 
days (6� x 30), which as you see agrees. with the 
Biblical record to a remarkable degree. Thus 
the actual Passover Day was unique and special 
both in the ·realm of Nature, as in 'the realm of 
divine inspiration, for it brings human reckoning 
of Time from Adam to the Exodus into exact 
chronological accord wi!h th� testimony of the 
He<;1,vens as proved by Scientific evidence. 

One other detail., for the interest of Bible 
Students, though not in anyway affecting our 
theme, may profitably be mentioned here, and 
that is that there is no Scriptural support for the 
general belief that our Lord was crucified on a 
Friday. 

Luke 24. 21, tells us, concerning those two on 
the way to Emmaus, that when Jesus said" What 
things" (verse 19), and they answered him, they 
added this significant remark, which the Holy 
Scripture has seen fit to leave on record. 

"And beside aµ_ t}:lis, TO-DAY is the third day 
SINCE these thin�s were done." 

Note here three things : 
(a) "TO-DAY"

What Day? The first day of the week
(See V.l) Sunday.

(b) Is the third day SINCE .
. Therefore, Saturday was the second day SINCE. 

Friday was the first day Since. 
Thursday THE DAY these things were 

done. 
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(c) '' THESE THINGS" were done.
What things ? Luke 24. 20 supplies the
answer.

" How the chief priests and our rulers delivered 
Him to be condemned to death, and. have crucified 
H. " 

un. 

You will note that .the detail� given, stop at 
the crucifixtion l The Bur(al is not mentioned 
because that took place after six p.m., and was 
therefore in the next Jewish DAY. (The Jewish 
day began 6 p.m. the previous evening as we all 
know.) 

This you will find agrees with Luke 23. 54, 
where speaking of the Day of the Burial, it says 
"And that day (our Friday) was the "Prepara
tion," and the Sabbath (Our Saturday) drew on." 

So that our Lord was actually in the Tomb 
Thursday night Our time Friday (Day) Our Tfrne 
Friday ,, ,, ,, Saturday ,, ,, ,, 
Saturday ,, ,, ,, Sunday ,, ,, ,, 

And �his fully agrees with Matt. 12. 40 : 
"For as Jonas was three days and three nights in the 

whale's belly; so shall the Son of man be three days and 
three nights in the heart of the earth." 

That '' Part '' of a Day was reckoned as a 
DAY is confirmed from Esther 4. 16 and 5. ·1. 

Dr. N. S. Denham in his excellent work "The 
.Hebrew Calendar Cycle " gives a detailed calendar 
of all the years from A.H. 2560 to the Destruction 

. of J eru$alem, from which it is shown that in the 
year A.H. 4081 the fourteenth day of t}:le first 
_Month-or the Day of the Passover-fell upon a 
Thursday, the sixteenth was the Sabbath and the 
seventeenth the first day of the week. 
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Thus true to type our Lord was Crucified upon 
the Fourteenth day of the l\1onth (Passover Day) 
and rose, in Resurrection Power and Glory, upon 
the very same day that the Ark rested on Mount 
Ararat (See Gen. 8. 4), the 17th Day of the 
Month. In this latter case it was then the seventh 

· Month of the year, but in Ex. 12. 2, God said to

them THIS Month (Seventh Month) shall be unto
you the beginning of Months, IT shall be· the
:first month of the year to you;" So thus in this
remarkable way God blended the twofold type
into one, and Our Lord gloriously fulfilled both in
His Death and Resurrection just as the Holy
Spirit fulfilled the Type of Pentecost in Acts 2.

Surely we can only bow in adoring worship as
we consider and meditate upon such· wonderful
facts and exclaim truly" This is the Lord's doings
and it is marvellous in our eyes."· Ps. 118. 23.

--o-o--
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Chapter 10. 

THE YEAR OF JUBILEE. -

Having considered fairly fully in our last 
Chapter the " Acceptable year of the Lord " as 
the Great JUBILEE, perhaps it would be well at 
this juncture to consider briefly the ordinary 
Jewish Jubilee and its frequent appearance in the 
Sacred Calendar of Time. 

Its public announcement by means of the 
Trumpets of Jubilee upon the tenth Day of the 
seventh Month of the forty-ninth year we have 
already noted fairly fully, and it would seem that 
the year of Jubilee OFFICIALLY began from 
that date and was called the fiftieth year. (Lev. 
25. 9/10.)

The first half of the forty-ninth year, therefore,
counted as such, whilst the second half was counted 

,I 

as the fiftieth, and formed the YEAR of .Jubilee, 
but just how long this latter lasted we do not know. 

It appears therefore that.the Year of Jubilee was 
included in the forty-ninth year, although called 
the fiftieth. (Lev. 25. 10.) 
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Personally, I think it very likely that there was 
here some adjustment, in the wise purposes of 
God, of the YEAR by the Sun and the Stars, and 
the year by the Months of the Moon, but Scripture 
makes· no direct reference to this, and we thus 
leave the matter for further revelation. 

It is at least interestip.g to n9te that fifty 
and a half years of twelve lunar months each of 
29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, 3½seconds, gives us 
17,895½ Days, whilst 49 Solar years (years by the 
Sun) of 365 Days, 5 Hours, 48 minutes, 46 seconds, 
give us 17,897 Days. A difference of only 1½ days. 

Most writers upon this portion of our subject 
assure us that in actual custom, the Hebrews of 
old kept their feasts by the Lunar Months, or the 
Months as governed by the New Moon. Now the 
actual duration of a Lunar Month is approximately 
twenty-nine and a half days, so we are told that 
they used to count p,lternately 30 and 29 days to 
the month, throughout the year, but as twelve 
such months only gave them 354 days they were 
thus eleven and a quarter days short every year. 

I 

At the end of two years the deficiency would have 
reached twenty-two and a half days, and at the 
end of the third year it would be thirty-three and 
three-quarter days. At this point, however, they 
used to restore the balance by adding on an extra 
or thirteenth month, which would leave them 
only about four days short, and from time to 
time they would add this extra month after the 
lapse of two years only, instead of three, as the 
progress of the seasons made it necessary, but the 
Scriptures do not contain any direct information 
on these matters. And therefore we simply record 
them as being of historical interest to our subject. 
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But the wisdom of God can be plainly seen in 
the Divine order of His Feasts in that they all 
occurred in the early part of the month, or 
year, as the case may be ; and whether the 
month was of twenty-nine or thirty days, or .the 
year of twelve or thirteen months in no wise 
effected them, for no feast was celebrated after 
the twenty-second day of the month nor after 
the seventh month of the year. So that at the 
commencement of each New Year, Man's human 
reckoning, however imperfect, was brought into 
line with God's divine and perfect plan by a New 
beginning, commencing at the Feast of the Pass
over on the fourteenth day of the first Month. 
This New Year was governed by the Seasons, and 
especially the Barley Harvest� See Ex. 9. 31, 
Josh, 3. 15, 5. 10, Ruth 1. 22, 

In this way all argument as to whether the 
years of Scripture should be cou_nted in years -of 
prophetic days, or 365¼ Solar Days, or 354 Lunar 
Days is automatically ruled out, and· the larger 
measure by '' YEARS '' becomes the standard of 
measurement and of count. 

The commandment as to the waving of the 
first fruits on the day after the Sabbath during 
the Feast of Unleavened Bread settles the point 
that each year must have begun shortly before 
the commencement of the p.arvest. The first ripe 
corn must be ready for tht- sickle during that 
particular week, and the year must therefore take 
,its commencement according to the season. Barley 
was the first crop in Canaan, and we l�arn · from 
Jewish historians that as the twelfth month of 
the year drew to a close the barley was carefully 
inspected to see_if it wo-µld be ready to be cut by 
the middle of the month following. If it would, 
the year was allowed to close with the twelfth 
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1nonth ; but if not, the extra month ,:vas added. 
The tvvelf th month being known as Adar, this 
extra month was called Ve-Adar, or another Adar. 
In this way, they tell ·us, was the adjustment 
made by the seasons between the reckoning of 
their months by the Moon, and their years by the 
Sun. 

Another writer says that "The Passover was 
always kept at even o:,;i the 14th day of Abib when 
the sun was in the Sign of the Zodiac known 
as Aries. The day when the sun enters the 
Sign " Aries " is the day of the Vernal Equinox, 
and it has been held by all the Jewish Rabbis that 
the 14th Abib meant the day of the Full Moon 
which came next �fter the day of the Vernal 
Equinox. 

Yet another Jewish writer states, " In Egypt 
the new moons probably entered more fully into 
the calculation of the year than has been generally 
recognised," and Mr. Maunder of Greenwich 
Observatory, tells us " that the new moon. of the 
Spring equinox is always conspicuous by its 
horizontal aspect-or, as is sai�, ' lying ·on its 
back '-and would thus serve to link solar and 
iunar Times."-(" Astronomy of the Bible," p. 316.) 

Another remarkable thing is, that we have no 
record in Scripture of the Jubilee ever being 
actually kept or celebrated ; but II Chron. 36/21, 
does say that the Seventy years captivity were 
.partly in order that the Land might enjoy her 
Sabbaths, and that for seventy years it lay desolate 
in order that this might be fulfilled, which certainly 
seems to suggest that the 50th year of Jubilee 
covered at least a FULL Lunar Year of 354 Days ; 
for from A.H. 1 to A.H. 35.28 there were seventy
two Jubilees and 72 times 354 is 25,488,Days, and 
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is not so very far different from the 70 years 
Captivity which would be Seventy years of 365"! 
equals 25,568 days. A difference of only 80 
days over all this long period· of Time, or just 
about 1 Day out for each of tl:ie 72 Jubilees, and 
if we only knew the exact cfates perhaps even this 
was adjusted at the time, as at the Exodus. 

But however the actual working out of the 
Jubilee year came about, there remains no doubt 
whatever that in the counting of the, YEARS, 
it was reckoned 'once in every forty-nine years, 
and this brings me to the interesting part of this 
portion of our study. 

First, beginning with the Cr:eation of Adam we 
find that there were: 

72 Jubilees from A.H.1 to A.H. 3528 (Nebuchadnezzar's first year) 
84 ., ,, ,, ,I A.H. 4116 Destruction of Jerusalem) 

144 ,, ,, ,, ,, A.H. 7056 (Close of Millenium) 

Secondly : commencing with the Exodus we 
find that from :-

A.H. 2520 (Exodus)-A.H. 3598 (Cyrus) there were 22 Jubilees. 
A.H. 3598 (Cyrus)-A.H. 4081 (Cross) there were 10 Jubilees. 

(Except for seven years,Daniel's seventieth week 
completing the last forty-nine years) . 

A.H. 4081 (Cross) to A.H. 6041 (first year Daniel's seventieth week) 
-40 Jubilees. 

Whilst as noted on page 47, from the Weaning 
of Isaac in A.H. 2120 to the Cross A.H. 4081, 
was likewise forty Jubilees. 

From these figures we also find that fi;om Cyrus 
A.H. 3598 to A.H. 6048 the CLOSE of the Times 
of the Gentiles is exactly· fifty Jubilees, whilst 
from the Exodus to the close of the Times of the 
Gentiles is just seventy-two Jubilees, and from 
CREATION to the BEGINNING of the Times of 
the Gentiles A.H. 3528, is the same period of 
seventy-two Jubilees. 

--0-0---
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Chapter 11. 

A.H. 4081-A.D. 34. 

--o---

We saw from Chapter 1, when we began this 
study, that the last " HOUR " of this Era was to 
be the " HOUR" of the Beast and his Ten 
Kingdom combine, ending with Armageddon. We 
are now- in a position to see to where all our study 
has led us. The last " Hour " of Gentile Domina
tion will also be the last hour of the sixth day 
before Christ's Millenial Kingdom, and if this 
"DAY" is of one thousand and eight years 
d1:1ration, then one hour would be one twenty
fourth of that period-or forty-two years, and this 
surely seems a far more likely period than a normal 
hour of sixty minutes for all the events of Rev. 17 
and 18 to happen. As the statement of Rev. 17 
and 18 is so specific, and· repeated so definitely 
four times as " ONE " hour, it must mean some 
specified period and what more likely than ONE 
HOUR of Heaven's day-forty-two years. 
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Forty-two years back therefore from A.H. 6048 
brings us to A.H. 6006 (or from the close of the 
two thousand years since the Birth of Christ to 
1958), as the approximate time when the Ten 
Kings with their Super Leader will be given their 
Kingdom and power and "to fulfil God's will 
until the words of God shall be fulfilled " (See 
Rev. 17. 17). The last seven years of this 
" Hour," A.H. 6041-6048, will bring in the " Great 
Tribulation " which also ends at Armageddon, 
and is followed by Christ's Millennium of Peace. 

It is interesting to note here that A.H. 6006 is 
very significant as the year of the coming to Power 
of the " Beast," for his special Mark, or Number, 
as given in Rev. 13. 18, is 666. 

This last " Hour " is thus divided into : 
1. A period of 35 years from its com

mencement until the opening of Daniel's 70th 
\Veek 

,

2. The Seven years of that 70th week,
making forty-two in all. 
The first portion is of exactly the same 

duration as from the Cross A.H. 4081 to the 
Destruction of Jerusalem by Titus A.H. 4116-35 
years. Both together making a 70 year period. 

Now how do these dates agree with ours in the 
Twentieth Century ? 

Thus far, vve have kept rigidly, as suggested in 
Chapter 3, to Bible Dates, and made no use what
ever of secular reckoning, but now with our divine 
calendar complete let us compare notes. 

So long as we have confined our study solely to 
the Word of God, all has opened up before us with 
amazing beauty and perfect harmony, both in the· 
realm of Nature as well as the Sacred Writings 
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themselves, showing the undoubted joint author
ship of both, as being none other than of God 
Himself. 

But the moment we step aside from such sure 
and certain ground, that moment doubt and 
difficulty creeps in .. 

Whereas we have established without a shadow 
of doubt that 6,048 years from Adam will see both 
the close of man's Day, and of the "Times of the 
Gentiles ,

, 
as well as the ushering in of the Day of 

Christ-the Millennial reign of the Lord Jesus, and 
also that the year 4081 saw the death and resur
rection of the Saviour: yet to blend even that 
important year into " Human " reckoning of 
time is by no means. easy ; for secular Historians 
cannot agree, even among themselves, in which 
year of "Human" reckoning even the Cross of 
Calvary actually took place, nor yet the year of 
the Birth of Christ from which they profess to 
date A.D. 

Therefore whilst 4081 A.H., is a Divine certainty 
as to the year of the Cross, that measure of certain
ty weakens the moment we change it into A.D., 
and we can, therefore, only seek to accept what 
appears to be man's best attempt of fixing that 
year, although on the other hand the variation is 
only a matter of a few years. The most reliable 
year to change over seems to be where the Scripture 
record quotes a secular event around that time, and 
this we find in Luke 3. 23, recording our Lord's 
public Baptism and the commencement of His 
public Ministry which lasted from three to four 
years. In that verse, we read that, 

" Jesus Himself began to be about thirty years 
of age." And looking back to the first verse of the 
same Chapter we find that "That" year was the 
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'' fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius 
Cresar." 

Now Tiberius came to the Imperial Throne on 
the death of Augustus, which is fairly generally 
agreed by Historians to be August 19th, A.D. 14. 
Therefore, the fifteenth year of Tiberius would be 
A.D. 29, and some time in that year our Lord
" Began to be about thirty years of age.·" Others
assert that this was A.D. 26.

Thus the nearest we can approach, with any 
measure of certainty, to the year of_ the Cross 
v\rould be A.D. 33-34, or the .year of His Birth as 
A.D. 1. You will find the margin of most
Bibles gives the date of the Birth of our Lord as
B.C. 4., strange as that may sound·. So, at the
most, there is a difference of anything up to
SEVEN years.

We, therefore, place our Divine Chronology 
alongside Human reckoning as from this point 
and assume that A.H. 4047, �he year of the 
Birth, represents A.D. 1. A.H. 4081 represents 
approx. A.D. 34. And on this basis the final year 
of the Times of the Gentiles and the close of the 
sixth " Day " of one thousand and eight years
A.H. 6048-would be around A.D. 2000. 

As we sa,v on page 66 the "ONE HOUR" 
of Rev. 17 and 18 would therefore commence 
forty-two years earlier, A.H. 6006, or around 
1958 A.D. (or if B.C. 4 prove to be the more correct 
date for the Birth of Christ, then four years earlier, 
1954 ). 

But there is one other line of approach from 
secular history which appears to have slightly 
more accuracy as to its dating, and that is the 
Destruction of Jerusalem by Titus ,vhich all agree 
was in A.D. 70. 
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We have seen from Chapter 9 that the . year 
A.H. 4116 (35 years after the Cross) was an Epoch 
in this World's history, marking the Destruction 
of Jerusalem as foretold in Luke 21. 20/24. This 
gives us the following comparisons :-

A.H. 4116 A.D. 70
A.H. 4081 (Cross) - A.D. 35
A.H. 4047 (Birth) - A.D. 1 
A.H. 6048 - A.D. 2002

If such be the correct dating and linking of 
God's TRUE reckoning with Man's uncertain 
reckoning then the LAST HOUR will commence 
A.D. 2002-42 or A.D. 1960 and ONE HOUR
previous would be A.D. 1918, whilst A.D. 1939
would be the HALF-HOUR as noted in my
earlier writing previously ref erred to.

You will note, however, a slight variation here 
in the A.D. dating of the Year of the Cross. This 
is due entirely as I have said to MAN'S UN
CERTAINTY. God's DIVINE dating A.H. 
remains the same throughout. A partial explan
ation of the variation from A.D. 34 to 35 as the 
Year of the Cross may however lie in the fact that 
the Passover month-when our Lord was crucified 
-was the first in the Jewish year, whilst OUR
YEAR begins in the tenth month of the Jewish
Calendar. Be that as it may, it shows how futile
it is to attempt to express in terms of A.D. the
EXACT DATE of our Lord's return-it just
can't be· done, and it is the last thing we desire to
do in this writing; but that does not prohibit us
from examining and considering together these
wonderful things and noting how near we must be
to their fulfilment " somewhere around " the
period mentioned. But of the Day and Hour
know.eth no man.



Those of you who remember my t\\10 booklets 
mentioned earlier, " Half Past Eleven," and 
"Eleven Thirty Five," will remember that we 
therein assumed 1958/60 to be the Midnight 
Hour if 1918 was 11 p.m. 

It would now seem that the correct reading of 
the " TIME " of G·od's prophetic Clock, as well 
as the " PERIOD " of forty-two years to ONE 
HOUR-should have been 11 p.m., for 1958, and 
around 10 p.m. for 1918, and 10.30 p.m. for 1939, 
but it is neither here nor there as to what we 
CALL the period, the date A.D. 1958 remains the 
same, as the time when the Beast and his confed
erates assume their power and authority, and this 
world's politics take their final shape for the 
"LAST HOUR·

,, 
of Man's Government, before 

· finally being overthrown and utterly destroyed by
the " Stone cut out without Hands " as foretold
in Daniel 2. 44 /45.

In a previous publication entitled " The Next
15 years " we have given in fairly full detail the
happenings of the fifteen years from A.D. 1943-
1958 as we see it according to the Scriptures, and
in a subsequent study we will perhaps give more
details of the closing episode of Gentile Dominion.

Meantime, if ONE hour of Heaven's Time
represents forty-two years of our Time, then from
1943-1958 we have but twenty minutes, as it were,
in hand, and this but represents the period of
time that man's calculations of our "normal
year" differs from the true fact in NATURE, or
the" Precession of the Equinoxes "as the Scientist
calls it (See Chapter 3). And may it not be in the
realm of prophecy, as in that of Nature, that with
all our most careful thought and study, we niay
still be that slight margin out, even in such matters
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as these, and 1 use this illustration to show that 
the whole purpose of this booklet is not so much 
to ascertain the exact " Date " of these things as 
to prove that we are without doubt in the 
"ERA" of their fulfilment. Our main purpose is 
to cause exercise of heart as to whether we are 
"ready and prepared" for all that these happen
ings will mean, for important as they all are, there 
is something infinitely more important still, 
and that is, that PRIOR even to the Ten Kingdom 
Empire and the Manifestation of the Beast at the 
Eleventh Hour, 1958 A.D. or thereabouts, Christ 
is coming for His Own. For them there will be 
complete happiness, perfect bliss, and an entirely 
better ,vorld in heaven above, and mark you
not in A.D. 2000, nor even IN- A.D. 1958, but 
PRIOR to 1958 (or perhaps 1954 A.D.)-the 
Hour of the Beast. PERHAPS 20 MINUTES, 
or 15 YEARS or SO, EARLIER. 

Thus whilst this poor world will be passing 
through its final agonies, and enduring wars and 
tragedies such as it has never yet known, all 
TRUE BELIEVERS in the Lord Jesus Christ, 
will be actually in Heaven. All Christian restraint 
will therefore then be gone from Earth, and that 
will be one reason-perhaps the main reason
why all semblance of religion will in that day be 
entirely thrown overboard, and the EVIL of the 
human heart, without God (as seen in Germany 
1939 /43) will then be world-wide, and will cul
minate with a literal and materialistic defiance of 
God Himself. 

--,o-o--
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Chapter 12 .. 

MAN'S SALVATION-

" ACCORDING TO PLAN." 

--o-o--

Before, therefore, giving a final summary of 
our findings in this fascinating realm of Bible 
Chronology, let me revert to the main theme of 
our subject-" Proceeding according to Plan." 

From the evidence before us, there can remain 
no doubt that God HAS a Plan, and that that 
Plan covers the Circuit of the Heavens; the 
Nations of the World; the full Course of Time, 
and what is perhaps the most important of all
each of our individual lives. 

The PLAN itself, that is the small scale drawing 
so to speak, is found in the Word of God-the 
Bible-and, as we have seen, therein lies in 
miniature, in embryo, the Blue Print of all these 
wonderful outworkings on the larger Scale of 
Time. 

We may define time as a piece of Eternity cut 
out by the hands of God, definitely marked off, 
and consecrated by Him to the accomplishment of 
His gracious purposes concerning sin and red em p-
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tion. Time is an island washed by the oceans of

two eternities. It began certainly with "The 
evening and the morning" of the first day (Gen. 
1. 5) and it will-end when sin has been banished
for evermore, and Satan has been cast into "the
lake of fire and brimstone . . . for ever and ever."
(Rev. 20. 10).

It was away back in the Garden of Eden that 
God decreed that the Seed of the Woman should 
bruise the Serpent's head, as we find in Gen. 3. 15, 
and to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob this was . 
confirmed; whilst to David, the promise was 
given that, of his Seed should- the Deliverer come, 
and in Acts 13. 23 we have this divine commentary 
concerning this; after the event you will note. 

"Of this man's (David's) seed HATH God, according 
to His Promise, raised unto Israel a Saviour, Jesus: " 

Note the words'' According to His Promise'' 
or '' According to Plan.'' 

Now in the same way, this dispensation, this 
Christian era in which we �ive is definitely marked 
off on God's schedule. It began with the first 
coming of Christ ; and concerning that we read : 
" When the fulness of the time was come, 
God sent forth his Son." (Gal. 4. 4.) Christ's 
first coming then, was right on time. So will His 
second coming be also. 

What I deem it necessary to stress, just at thi_s 
juncture is, that the God of Divine Order who has 
so planned His Creation, His worlds' and their 
peoples, _ has also just as carefully planned 
every one of our individual lives,and it behoves 
us surely, in the light of all we have considered 
together, to ask ourselves personally and solemnly 
as in the presence of a thrice Holy Goel, this 
important question 
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t' IS MY Iif e going, 1 According to Plan ) ; or 
am I making chaos and disaster, where God 
desires perfect accord and acquiescence with His 
D. . Will;>1vme 

Now how do you and I stand in this matter? 
for after all, PERSONAL SAFETY is man's first 
concern always, and here surely is personal safety 
and security, of the highest order.

It concerns not only this ·life, but that which is 
to come-the HEREAFTER-those years that 
have no end. 

As this " Divine Plan " then covers from 
Everlasting to Everlasting, and the Architect 
thereof " Worketh all things after th� counsel of 
His own will " (Eph. 1. 11) it surely behoves us 
puny creatures of His Hand, to pay heed to the 
many words of counsel and exhortation that He 
gives us in His Book, the wonders of which have 
occupied our thoughts awhile. 

If the Birth of the Sa vi our Himself was '' In 
the fulness of Time '' ( Gal. 4. 4), His Crucifixion at 
Calvary in God's "Due Time" (Rom. 5. 6), and 
His Resurrection upon the third day "According 
to the Scripture.s " (1 Cor, 15. 4), and thus all 
'' According to Plan '' ; we may be assured 
that all else in the Programme will accordingly 
be fulfilled right on to the time of the Resur
rection of the Dead at the close of the lVIilennium. 

The God who has arranged the perfect time 
table of the years and their seasons, of the courses 
of the stars and planets through the Circuit of 
the Heavens, and has mapped the life-histories of 
plants a:nd animals, has not given less of His 
wisdom and purposive will to the ordering and 
control of the lives of men, and the history of the 
Human Race. 
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We are the objects of Divine love, subjects of 
the most gracious purposes, and Beings with the 
very highest and grandest destiny open to us. 

We may so act as to be creatures having before 
us a future of unutterable woe, or of indescribable 
bliss and blessing. All this turns upon our 
acceptance of God's plan, and His provision. 
The choice is ours, and ours TO-DAY. 

The Cross work of the Lord Jesus was interposed 
in the Divine Plan to remedy the tragedy of the 
Garden of Eden. Man's sin brought death in its 
train, for " the wages of sin IS death," and IN 
ADAM we all died, but we have to thank the 
God of Love that He " So loved," that " He 
Gave His only begotten Son " as a substitute, to 
bear the punishment of our SIN that was our due, 
and He the Lord of Life -and Glory, who possessed 
the LIFE that we so much needed, voluntarily 
LAID DOWN His life as the Lamb of God's 
providing, and PUT A WAY SIN by the Sacrifice 
of Himself. The \;VAY to God was thus opened
a New and Living Way, by the Blood of the Cross, 
and thus the Saviour Himself could say " I AM 
THE WAY-no man cometh unto the Father but 
by Me." (John 14. 6.) 

All this is just as surely " According to Plan " 
as all the other wonderful facts we have considered 
herein, and only by acting in conformity with the 
Divine Plan can everlasting blessing be our portion. 

None would be so foolish as to suppose that 
they could alter the precision of the Heavenly 
Circuit, or even if they could they would realise 
that they would only bring down confusion, 
chaos and disaster. 
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None would assume to alter the purposes of 
God regarding the future destinies of the Nations. 
They are in higher hands than ours. Why then 
should we assume to alter Salvation's Plan ? 
We cannot depart one iota from God's divine plan 
of Salvation without eternal loss and disaster. 
The Author of our Salvation, is the Architect of 
the Universe, and His Plan for your future happi
ness and mine is very plainly set before us in the 
latter part of the verse \Ve quoted earlier on. Let 
me now give it you in full, with a prayer that you 
will give it the serious and solemn consideration 
that it deserves.-

"For God so loved the world, that He gave His only 
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him, should 
not Perish, but have everlasting life." (John 3. 16.) 

Yes, " Faith in Christ " is the key. " Dost 
THOU believe on the Son of God ? " (John 
9. 35) was the Saviour's own question long ago.
" LORD I BELIEVE " came the grand reply.
Can you say that?

The Philippian Jailor cried in the agony of his 
soul, " What must I do to be saved ? " Paul and 
Silas replied " BELIEVE ON THE LORD 
JESUS CHRIST and thou shalt be saved." 
(Acts. 16. 31.) 
_ The WAY-the Plan-is clear. Ivlay you and 

I then see to it that vYe are " Proceeding Ac
cording to Plan ; " then, when God's plan 
further unfolds, at the return of the Lord Jesus 
FOR His people, \tVe shall together, reader and 
writer alike; be " Caught up " to meet our Lord 
in the air and so shall we be FOR EVER vVITH 
THE LORD-yes-all '' According to Plan.'' 
(1 Thess. 4. 13 /18.) 

--,o-o--
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Chapter 13. 

FINAL SUMMARY. 

-0--0-

A final summary of · the dates given in this 
treatise may be useful at the close, to enable 
Bible Students to check with their Bibles the 
calculations given. 

A.H. 
First INITIAL 7 years as mentioned 

in page 35 (Gen. 1. 2. and 2. 17) ... 7 
ISRAEL'S 
history 

Adam to Birth of Abram: ... 

(2 Days) 
Abram's birth to Call. (Gen. 12. 4) ... 
Call to Exodus. (Ex. 12: 40) 

(2½ Days) ... 
Exodus to Neb. first year 

(Jer. 25. 1) 

(3l Days) ... 
70 years Captivity 
69 Weeks Daniel Prophecy (69 x 7) ... 

2008 begins 
here. 

2015 
75 75 

430 430 

2520 Times 
of Gen-

1008 1008 tiles l)e. 

3528 1513 
gin here. 

70 Break here 70 
483 483 

YEAR OF THE CROSS (4 days 49 
years) 4081 553 

Deduct Life of our Lord to arrive at 
year of Birth) 34 34 

YEAR OF BIRTH. TRUE A.D. 1... 4047 519 
From Birth to close of 6th Day 2001 2001 

Close of Times of Gentiles (6 Days)... 6048 2520 

Millenium and Little Season (7th Day) 1008 • 1008

Close of 7 Days A.H, ... 7056 2521

And we follow this with a detailed Chronological 
Table for those who wish to- study the subject 
more closely and fully. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL 

TABLE OF EVENTS. 

-0-0-

A.H. EVENT 
1 Gen. 1. 2. 
7 Adam Expelled. Gen. 2. 17. 

137 Seth born. 
242 Enos born. 
332 Cainan born. 
402 Mahalaleel born. 
467 Jared born. 
629 Enoch born, 
694 Methuselah born. 
881 Lamech born. 

1063 Noah born. 
1565 Shem born. 
1663 The FLOOD. 
1665 Arphaxad born. 
1700 Salah born. 
1730 Eber born. 
1764 Peleg born. 
1794 Reu born. 
1826 Serug born. 
1856 Nahor born. 
1885 Terah born. 
2015 Abraham born. 
2090 430 years begin. Ex. 12. 40. (:Abraham.) 
2115 I�aac born. (Abraham 100.) 
2120 400 YEARS begin. Gen. 15. 13. 
2175 Jacob and Esau born. 
2232 Jacob to Patlan Aren1. 
2266 Joseph born. (Jacob 91.) 
2272 Jacob return to Canaan. 
2305 Jacob goes down to Egypt. 
2322 Jacob died. 
2376 Joseph died. 
2440. Moses born. 
2520 THE EXODUS. The Law given. 
2559 Miriam, Aaron, and Moses died. 
2560 The ENTRY into Canaan. 
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2567 The Division. · 1st Sabbatic Year. 
2580 First Servitude to Cushan. 
2588 Rest by Othniel. 
2609 First Jubilee Year. 
2628 Second Servitude to Moab. 
2646 Rest by Ehud. 
2726 Third Servitude to Jabin. 
2746 Rest by Barak. 
2786 Fourth Servitude to Midian. 
2793 Rest by Gideon. 
2833 Abimelech usurper. 
2836 Tola Judge. 
2858 End of 300 YEARS of Jud. 11. 26. 
2859 J air Judge. 
2881 Fifth Servitude to Ammon. 
2899 Jephthah Judge. 
2905 Ibzan Judge. 
2912 Elon Judge. 
2922 Abdon Judge. 
2930 Sixth Servitude to Philistines. Samson Judge during 
2970 Eli Judge. /above. 
3010 Samuel Judge. 
3030 End of 450 years. Acts 13. 19-20. 
3030 Saul King. 
3070 David King. 
3110 Solomon King. 
3113 Temple commenced. 
3150 Rehoboam King. The 390 years, Disruption commence. 
3167 Abijah. Ez. 4. 5.

3170 Asa. 
3211 Jehoshaphat. 
3232 J ehoram Co-Rex. 
3236 J ehoram Sole King. 
3239 Ahaziah Co-Rex and Sole King. 
3240 Athaliah usurper. 
3247 Joash. 
3286 Amaziah. 
3315 Interregnum. 
3326 Uzziah. 
3378 Jotham. 
3394 Ahaz. 
3408 Hezekiah Co-Rex. 
3410 Jezekiah Sole King. 
3413 Israel's CAPTIVITY. 
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3437 Manasseh. 
3492 Amon. 
3494 Josiah. 
3524 J ehoahaz, 3 months. 
3525 Jehoiakim. 
3528 Nebuchadnezzar's first year. 
3535 Jehoiachin. Three months 10 days 
3536 Jehoiachin's Captivity. 
3536 Zedekiah. 
3544 Siege of Jerusalem. 
3547 City taken, Temple burnt, JUDAH'S CAPTIVITY. 
3546 Nebuchadnezzar's 19th year. 
3571 Evil Merodach. 
3591 Belshazzar Co-Rex. 
3594 Darius the Mede. 
3598 Cyrus the Great, Sole King Decree to rebuild Temple 

and City 490 years of Dan. 9. commence.· 
3612 Temple Foundations laid. 
3630 Nehemiah Governor. Decree to repair City. 
3647 End of O.T. Records: 
4032 Herod's Temple begun. 
404 7 Birth of CHRIST. 
4077 THE BAPTISM. Sabb. and Sub. Year. 
4081 THE CRUCIFIXION. 
4116 Capture of Jerusalem by Titus. 
6006 Last HOUR. Rev. 17. 18. 
6041 Commencement Daniel's 70th Week. 
6048 Close of Times of Gentiles. 

--o-o--
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